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One of the lessons many students seem to 
learn at college, and that some of them carry 
over into their alumni years, is how to drink to 
excess. Several negative outcomes appear to be 

linked to that behavior: illness, sexual assault, accidental 
death, even murder. This collection delves into why this 
problem that has long afflicted college campuses does 
not seem to be getting any closer to being resolved.
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Athens, ga.

T
he supplies are rolling in. At 1 p.m. on 
a Thursday, three delivery trucks line 
College Avenue. Around the corner, five 
more clog East Clayton Street. In down-
town Athens, the center lane belongs to 

those who bring the booze.
Out come the boxes. Budweiser and Blue Moon, 

Bacardi Gold and Southern Comfort, Red Bull and 
rainbows of mixers. Stacked high on dollies, the 
goods are wheeled into bar after bar, each cater-
ing to students at the University of Georgia, where 
the iconic iron Arch stands within sight. Cutters 

Pub, On the Rocks, the Whiskey Bent. The blocks 
just beyond campus boast dozens of bars that own 
the late-night hours, when undergrads press them-
selves into crowds fueled by Fireball shots and beer 
as cheap as candy. 

Athens, home to the flagship university and some 
120,000 people, could be almost anywhere. This 
college town, like many others, celebrates touch-
downs, serves early-morning cheeseburgers, and 
pours many flavors of vodka. When the sun goes 
down, some students get hammered, just as they do 
in Chapel Hill, Ann Arbor, and Eugene.

But here in Athens, everything is amplified. The 

A River of Booze
Inside one college town’s uneasy embrace of drinking

By KARIN FISCHER and ERIC HOOVER

TAMIKA MOORE FOR THE CHRONICLE
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temptations for young drinkers are plentiful, and 
the penalties can be severe. Enforcement is vigor-
ous, and so, too, is the university’s commitment to 
prevention. Alcohol is a big business in town, with 
costs and benefits. Each bottle delivered on the eve 
of another weekend represents a love-hate affair, 
an abiding ambivalence about drinking.

It’s an uneasy equilibrium, with competing in-
terests. There are determined police officers and 
resourceful entrepreneurs, business owners and 
health educators, students who reject drinking and 
alumni who embrace it.

As alcohol keeps flowing, each one has some-
thing at stake. Each one has a hand on the valve.

The student is lying on a public bench, at the 
end of a trail of vomit. He is unconscious; his 
front pocket gapes, a wallet falling partway 

out. An officer shakes him, and again, finally rous-
ing him. “How much,” the officer demands, “have 
you had to drink?” 

The student blinks unsteadily. “Zero zero?” he 
mumbles, though a Breathalyzer test will confirm 
otherwise. He’s going to jail.

Jimmy Williamson, chief of the University of 
Georgia’s campus police force, turns away from the 
grainy footage, recorded by the officer’s body cam-
era. “I can’t just leave him on a bench with a cita-
tion in his pocket,” Mr. Williamson says of the stu-
dent. “A citation’s not going to sober him up.”

Mr. Williamson’s no teetotaler, but he didn’t 
have much time for carousing when he was a 
Georgia student. He put himself through college 
by working the midnight shift on the same police 
force. Now 48, he has spent nearly his entire ca-
reer here, the past 10 as chief. He and his 90 offi-
cers, along with 240 from Athens-Clarke County, 
are the front line in dealing with alcohol and its 
immediate aftermath.

College students drink, always have. But Mr. 
Williamson argues that the problem of overcon-
sumption has worsened. Average blood-alcohol 
levels in students stopped by the police have risen 
steadily—this year one blew a 0.33, more than four 
times the legal limit. With heavier drinking, the po-
lice now make drunk-driving arrests in midmorn-
ing, pulling over students on their way to class still 
intoxicated from the night before. “As a culture, 
we’ve supersized,” Mr. Williamson says. “And we’ve 
taken it into our drinking.” 

He worries about the risks, about inebriated stu-
dents becoming victims of sexual assault or other 
crimes. Corrections officials have passed along let-
ters intercepted from inmates, boasting about rob-
bing easy marks in downtown Athens. The police 
chief also fears that students will harm themselves 
or others.

Not long after midnight on a recent Friday, a call 
comes over the radio: A student has tripped and 
fallen after a night out and hit her head. Officers 

arrive to find Jacqueline, a 19-year-old with long, 
honey-colored hair, stretched out on the cold slab 
of a bus stop, surrounded by concerned friends. Af-
ter falling she was unresponsive, for maybe 30 sec-
onds, maybe a minute or two—no one seems quite 
clear. Long enough to prompt a call to 911. Now 
an egg-shaped welt has begun to swell next to her 
right eye, and her speech is slurred. Asked who is 
the president of the United States, she names her 
sorority president. 

The paramedics arrive, and after some tears, Jac-
queline is trundled off on a stretcher. Under Geor-
gia’s medical-amnesty law, minors who seek help 
for themselves or their friends after drinking too 
much aren’t prosecuted. 

For others it’s a different story. Get caught drink-
ing underage in Athens, and you’ve guaranteed 
yourself a night in jail. To deter bad behavior, the 
police here have followed a no-strikes policy for 
nearly a decade. The approach is stricter than that 
in many other college towns, or in other Georgia 
municipalities.

Lest you think that means zero tolerance for 
drinking, well, think again. That group of stu-
dents stumbling out of a bar at closing time? 
Sure, one officer says, the dorms in that direc-
tion house freshmen and sophomores only. But 
although a couple of the students are swaying, 
and one is riding on another’s shoulders, he lets 
them pass. Though they are almost assuredly 
underage, they are heading home safely.

Talk to Georgia students, and they tick off un-
written rules of drinking downtown, passed down 
each year to newcomers: Don’t step onto the side-
walk with an open container. No jaywalking. Nev-
er, ever get behind the wheel.

The police don’t do random ID checks, says Mr. 
Williamson, or stop everyone with a drink in hand. 
They deal only with the worst and worst-off. Those 
who pass out on a bench or in the bushes. Who play 
a real-life game of Frogger, dodging and darting 
into oncoming traffic. Who dress up as Santa Claus 
and try to break into a women’s residence hall.

Together, campus and local police officers log 
900 to 1,000 underage-drinking arrests a year. 
That’s about three a night, Mr. Williamson points 
out, a small percentage of the thousands of students 
who pack downtown bars. He’s not trying to run a 
police state or mandate a dry campus. “We’re public 
servants with enforcement powers,” he says, “not an 
occupying force.”

Even so, the chief regularly fields complaints 
from parents, unhappy that he has locked up their 
kids and dismayed that they will have an arrest re-
cord. After he was called in several years ago by 
members of the university’s parents council, an in-
fluential group, he started requiring his officers to 
wear cameras. Now if parents complain, he offers 
to show them the arrest footage.

Even going to the tape, though, is not always 
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enough. The mother of the guy in the Santa suit 
maintained that the police should’ve taken her son, 
who eventually passed out, back to his room, not 
to jail. Recounting the story, Mr. Williamson looks 
momentarily exasperated. He tried to explain, he 
says, that her son was safer sleeping off his drunk-
enness under supervision.

Not only does the chief find himself sec-
ond-guessed, but he believes he’s inherited a prob-
lem. Today’s freshmen arrive on campus as ha-
bitual drinkers, he says. Too many parents have 
failed to talk to their children about responsible 
alcohol use. They’ve looked the other way. They’ve 
dismissed binge drinking and other risky behavior 
with, “Kids will be kids.”

Mr. Williamson is the father of two, Sarah, 12, 
and Mac, 10. His children, he knows, might drink 
in college, maybe even high school, but he’s not 
about to tell them it’s OK. Asked if it’s hypocritical 
to take such a stance when he had at least an oc-
casional beer during his college days, he responds, 
“Did you tell your kids about Santa Claus and the 

Easter Bunny? Sometimes you do what’s expedient, 
and when they get to be old enough, you talk about 
the truth.” Now that high school isn’t far off, he’s 
had conversations with his daughter about what to 
do if she’s pressured to drink. Take a beer and emp-
ty it into the toilet, he tells her. No one will know if 
you refill the bottle with water.

The police chief talks with other parents’ chil-
dren, too. Between lectures to fraternities and so-
rorities, to sports teams and student groups, and in 
17 freshman-orientation sessions, Mr. Williamson 
tells thousands of University of Georgia students a 

year about the consequences of drinking too much. 
He hopes he gets through to a few, but he’s realistic 
about succeeding when parents seemingly cannot. 
“How can I do something in five minutes,” he says, 
“that they couldn’t do in 18 years?” 

Unless students are raised to see drinking differ-
ently, Mr. Williamson says, he and his officers can 
treat only the symptoms, not the heart of the prob-
lem. They’ll just go on trying to keep students safe 
for another night. 

That leaves the Athens police no shortage of 
work to do: patrolling outside bars, conduct-
ing late-night traffic stops, and busting what 

might have been the largest fake-ID ring run from 
a college campus.

Police believe the ring supplied as many as 1,000 
students with fraudulent identification, its cards 
ending up as far away as Mississippi and Illinois. 
The kingpin was a University of Georgia student 
named William Finley Tros clair.

At Georgia, a fake ID is pretty much a necessity 
for anyone under 21 who wants 
to drink. For many incoming 
students, procuring one is a 
standard part of their introduc-
tion to college, like getting their 
roommate assignment and class 
schedule. The drinking culture 
here is different than on many 
other campuses, centered less 
on house parties and more on 
the mass of downtown bars. 
Whether you start the night 
at a frat party or pregaming in 
a dorm room, everyone, stu-
dents say, ends up downtown. 
For most underclassmen, that 
means a fake ID.

Mr. Trosclair was no differ-
ent. He got an ID, not a very 
good one, from a fraterni-
ty brother his freshman year. 
When he tried to use it at a li-
quor store, it was confiscated. 
Later that night, he was caught 
trying to slip into a bar. He was 
arrested and sentenced to com-

munity service.
While serving his 20 hours, he met a fellow stu-

dent with a fledgling fake-ID business. The two 
became friends and, eventually, partners, with Mr. 
Trosclair using his student-loan money to help 
purchase a printer that could produce high-quality 
forgeries. He made back his loan money and more 
in three days. 

Mr. Trosclair is 23 now, and still baby-faced. He 
didn’t set out to be the center of a crime ring, he 
says. He just wanted some spending money, and an 
ID for himself. Selling a few, he figured, would help 

TAMIKA MOORE FOR THE CHRONICLE

Police officers in Athens don’t do random ID checks or stop everyone with a drink in 
hand. They deal only with the worst offenders and the worst-off, like those who pass 
out in public.
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him cover his fraternity dues, $1,500 a semester, 
and put some cash in his pocket when he headed 
downtown.

The IDs that Mr. Trosclair sold were high-quali-
ty, with Florida driver’s-license holograms—bought 
off the Internet from a guy in China—that seemed 
real. Soon everybody was clamoring for one, at $80 
to $100. Mr. Trosclair recruited a sales force of 
sorts, offering students a free ID if they sold 10 to 
their friends. “I’m a pretty good businessman,” he 
says, “and I had a good product.” He sat back and 
collected the cash.

For a college sophomore, it was heady stuff. “It 
was addicting, the money and the status that came 
from that,” he says. Talking with a girl was easy, 
he recalls, when you could buy shots for her and 
all her friends. Police say Mr. Trosclair and his 
partner made a six-figure income from the IDs. 
He says he doesn’t know the exact amount; he 
spent it.

His success became his undoing. One of his 
salespeople had a roommate who, afraid she 
might get in trouble, went to her resident assis-
tant. The police began tracking down Mr. Tros-
clair’s IDs, waiving charges against students who 
signed statements against him. One night they 
raided his partner’s apartment, breaking down 
the door with a battering ram. Later they searched 
Mr. Trosclair’s fraternity house. The case took 
nearly two years to build, but he was eventually 
charged with 16 felony counts of making and dis-
tributing fake IDs. In his mug shot he’s smiling—
he thought people would see him as a “harmless 
kid.” Instead, many thought he was smug and un-
remorseful.

Mr. Trosclair has had time to reflect. After 
fighting the charges, he took a plea deal. Last fall 
he went to prison, serving 10 weeks. He missed 
Thanksgiving and Christmas; his mother had sur-
gery while he was behind bars. Some people are 
still mad at him, others don’t trust him. In his wal-
let he keeps his faded ID card from the Georgia 
Department of Corrections. In the photo, his head, 
like all prisoners’, is shaved. “To remind me not be 
an idiot,” he says, and tucks it away.

Still, he retains some pride in what he did, not-
ing more than once that at the height of his ring, 
the University of Georgia was named the country’s 
top party school. As he sees it, he was providing a 
service, and if he hadn’t, someone else would have. 
“Kids are always going to drink. They are going to 
get into a bar anyway,” he says. “It’s weird to say, 
but I don’t know if what I did had much impact.”

Indeed, there’s little sign that shutting down Mr. 
Trosclair hurt the fake-ID market. Not far from 
downtown, at the Five Points Bottle Shop, employ-
ees regularly confiscate phonies. A collection once 
hung above the cash register, but the wall of shame 
failed to deter people. Now hundreds of cards sit 
in small plastic bags behind the counter. Some are 

homemade disasters, with crooked type and fuzzy 
photographs. One is a bad photocopy job pasted 
onto a McDonald’s gift card.

Mr. Trosclair is back in Athens, trying to get re-
admitted to Georgia to finish his chemistry degree. 
He also dreams of making it in country music; 
he’s recording a five-song EP. His lyrics are most-
ly about budding romances and lost loves, he says, 
not his criminal past. 

When he was selling IDs, Mr. Trosclair used 
to imagine what would happen if he got caught. 
Part of him, he says, believed that the police might 
tell him to go on making them. That way officers 
could keep busting and fining students for under-
age drinking. The bars could keep selling beer and 
shots. Athens could collect taxes on it all. “This is 
an alcohol-based city,” he says. “The place runs on 
it.” 

Everyone knows Mark Bell. “I provide the 
party,” he says. “I put smiles on people’s 
faces.”

He also puts money in the till. Long after most 
businesses have closed, downtown bars keep Ath-
ens’s cash registers ringing well past midnight. 
Mr. Bell owns 9d’s, a popular 1990s-themed club 
where people dance to the Spice Girls beneath the 
addled gaze of Cosmo Kramer. Each time someone 
orders a rum and Coke, Athens-Clarke County col-
lects seven cents on the dollar, plus a 3-cent mixed-
drink excise tax, on top of the 22-cent tax on the 
sale of the liquor bottle. A good night at 9d’s is a 
good night for the local economy. 

On a Friday afternoon, Mr. Bell strolls through 
town in a black Batman cap and wraparound 
shades. He stops to shake hands with a county po-
lice lieutenant. At a crosswalk, he chats with a local 
lawmaker.

“Kids are always  
going to drink. They 
are going to get into a 
bar anyway. It’s weird 
to say, but I don’t 
know if what I did had 
much impact.”
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Bar owners have clout here, and it’s easy to see 
why. The place is loaded with bars, more than 50 
in a few square blocks. Nearly half of the approx-
imately 220 storefronts downtown are occupied 
by businesses with alcohol licenses. The Frigidaire 
Building is now home to Magnolias Bar. An old 
bank is now the Silver Dollar Bar. The Athens Ob-
server building? There’s a bar there, too.

The story of how Athens became a big booze 
town is complicated, but the simple version goes 
like this: During the 1980s, many downtown busi-
nesses closed, and department stores relocated to 
a suburban shopping mall. Only a handful of bars 
were downtown when the university, in response 
to alcohol problems on the campus, got tough on 
drinking in the Greek system. The new rules, in-
cluding a ban on kegs, pushed students into local 
watering holes.

At the time, some Athens officials worried that 
more businesses would flee to the ’burbs. So they 
didn’t cap the number of bars and restaurants that 
could open downtown, where a fast-growing mu-
sic scene also drove demand for late-night drinks. 
After a decade or so, there were dozens of places to 
buy a beer or a bourbon just off campus.

Over the years, Athens officials have scrutinized 
alcohol policies, but bar owners often win. Ath-
ens-Clarke commissioners have scrapped proposals 
to require background checks for bouncers, to set 
the minimum age to work in a bar at 21, and to end 
happy-hour specials.  

Now and then, there’s talk of limiting the num-
ber of bars in Athens. “We are the red-headed step-
child, but they’ve got to be reminded not to smack 
the one hand that feeds them,” Mr. Bell says of lo-
cal leaders who have criticized bars. “They hate that 
we’re here, but they love the money.”

In this crowded quarter, bars vie relentlessly for 
students’ business. Mr. Bell loves the fall, when 
undergrads with prepaid credit cards return to 
Athens, when football games fill local hotels with 
thirsty fans. On those weekends, he puts four bar-
tenders on duty. “I treat it like Disney World,” he 
says. “The crowds are here, they’ve got their wallets 
out, and you’ve got to be ready for them to give it 
to you.”

But competition has driven prices down. During 
“power hours,” typically 9-11 p.m., students can 
drink discounted cocktails for $2 or $3. Since so 
many bars charge similar prices, some try to lure 
students with potent drinks. (Whiskey Bent touts 
the Cannonball, featuring Bacardi 151 and “four 
other liquors” for $3.) A local ordinance sets the 
minimum prices for drinks at $1.

Some venues, students and police say, have used 
social media or word of mouth to advertise for-
bidden drink specials: penny beers, free drinks 
for women. That’s why, all of a sudden, students 
checking smartphones might flee one bar and flock 
to another.

In the late-night realm of fast-flying cash, Mr. 
Bell must weigh his interest in profit against the 
whims of customers, more and more of whom, he 
says, seek the cheapest booze they can find. The 
least expensive drinks at 9d’s are $2. He refuses to 
go lower.

To survive, Mr. Bell believes, a bar needs a niche. 
Sure, some students don’t like General Beaure-
gard’s, with its Confederate flags, but those who do 
swear by the Dixieland Tea, spiked with bourbon. 
9d’s was meant to cut across patrons’ cultural lines: 
“I’m banking on their memories,” he says.

While memories get people in the door, Mr. Bell 
depends on markups: He has to pay a dozen or so 
employees and $4,300 a month in rent. A bottle 
of Budweiser sets him back about 60 cents, and he 
charges $2 to $3 for it. A 1.75-liter bottle of Fireball 
Cinnamon Whisky, which goes for $26.99 in Ath-
ens, contains roughly 39 1.5-ounce shots, which 
typically sell for $2 or $3 each. If he buys sever-
al cases at a time, he gets a big discount, he says. 
“That is where the money is.”

The allure of owning a bar he can describe in 
three words: “In no particular order, money, ego, 
girls.” He’s a local guy whose great-grandfather 
opened a grocery store here that’s still going strong. 
Although Mr. Bell could have joined the family 
business, he fell for the hum of speakers, the swirl 
of dance floors. At 9d’s, he can take over the DJ 
booth whenever he wants.

Still, Mr. Bell, 42, isn’t sure how long he wants 
to own a bar, with its many worries. A big one: 
students’ fake IDs. Athens police officers run fre-
quent undercover operations, enlisting teenagers 
to nail bouncers who let them in and bartenders 
who serve them. 9d’s has been cited once—a mis-
take by a doorman, says Mr. Bell, who paid a $500 
fine. Over the past 20 years, local officials say, just 
one bar has lost its liquor license because of under-
age-drinking violations.

Running a business on booze takes a toll, says 
Mr. Bell. In the doorway of an abandoned building, 
he picks up the green shard of a broken beer bottle 
and drops it in a trash can. “It’s a business of ex-
cess,” he says. “It’s made me jaded in some ways, to 
see the best and worst in people.”

Over the years, many bars have come and gone, 
one semester’s hot spot turning cold the next. This 
past May, Mr. Bell reluctantly closed 8e’s, his 1980s 
club, where traffic had slowed after eight years, its 
novelty wearing off, its regulars growing older.

But 9d’s still draws a crowd, young and giddy. 
Past 1 a.m., long after Mr. Bell has gone home, the 
club bursts with students dancing to Lou Bega’s 
“Mambo No. 5,” drinking $2 well drinks, in a large 
room where movie posters—Pulp Fiction, Jurassic 
Park—plaster the walls. When the music stops and 
the lights go on, the bleary and the buzzed, some 
singing, file out peacefully enough. A woozy young 
man slumps against the wall at the top of the long 
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stairway. “I have trouble with stairs,” he mutters.
How long will students keep coming here to 

dance and drink? Mr. Bell has wondered. Maybe 
one day the time will be right for a club commem-
orating the first decade of the 21st century. If he 
doesn’t open it, somebody else probably will.

A n empty shot glass sits on a table in Liz 
Prince’s office. She has just used it to coun-
sel a student about how much he’s actually 

drinking, how his nights might 
turn out differently if he had a 
bit less.

 That’s her job—to be not a pro-
hibitionist, but a realist. “What 
we know about students,” she 
says, “is that telling them ‘Bad, 
bad, bad, don’t do it, it’s wrong’ 
just doesn’t work.”

As associate director of health 
promotion at Georgia, Ms. 
Prince, 51, tries to teach students 
how to make responsible deci-
sions. A plain-talker who relates 
easily to young people, she’s a 
good fit for a university that has 
embraced a range of prevention, 
intervention, and counseling 
strategies. Long considered a par-
ty school, Georgia these days is 
also known among student-health 
officials as a place that looks cam-
pus drinking in the eye.

Ms. Prince leads the John 
Fontaine Jr. Center for Alcohol 
Awareness and Education, estab-
lished in 2006 with a Texas busi-
nessman’s donation of $2-million. 
Jack Fontaine had dropped out of Georgia in 1978 
because, he says, he drank too much. Now a recov-
ering alcoholic, he named the center after his son 
who died at 16 in an alcohol-related car crash.

The center employs counselors specializing in 
alcohol and drug abuse, sexual assault, and oth-
er violence. Last year it started the Collegiate Re-
covery Community, through which students who 
are overcoming addictions attend regular support 
groups and weekly seminars on time management, 
meditation, and résumé writing.

Students who abuse alcohol often have other se-
rious problems that colleges must also confront, 
Ms. Prince has learned over the years. To put 
drinking in a box is to ignore its complexity. Heavy 
drinking may be a health issue, but it can become a 
student-engagement issue, an academic-success is-
sue, a retention issue.

Students who violate Georgia’s campus alcohol 
policies are usually referred to the Fontaine center, 
where a screening may guide them to a one-on-
one harm-reduction program or a series of group 

sessions. Many students confess to feeling uncon-
nected to the rest of the campus, says Ms. Prince. 
Recently she helped start a mentoring program to 
pair at-risk students with faculty or staff members 
who help them devise a personal mission statement 
and a plan to get more engaged.

Ms. Prince says she would have benefited from a 
frank discussion of alcohol as an undergrad at the 
State University of New York College at Brockport, 
where she partied a lot. Her memories of those first 

few years are hazy.
After earning a master’s degree in counseling, 

she spent years living among students. Colleges, 
she says, are inheriting alcohol problems that 
students develop in high school or even middle 
school. In her experience, today’s teenagers are 
drinking earlier—starting at 13 or 14—and con-
suming more and harder liquor.

Ms. Prince has thought about the instructions 
teenagers get about driving. “When you turn 15, 
we don’t just turn over the keys and go ‘Hey, here’s 
the car, go drive,’ with no lessons, no driver’s-ed 
classes, no nothing,” she says. But teenagers don’t 
often get in-depth lessons about alcohol, such as 
how it affects men and women differently, or that 
a woman’s tolerance might vary with her menstru-
al cycle. “We’re not teaching them,” she says, “how 
to drink.”

So she runs “bartending school” for incoming 
students during mandatory orientation sessions at 
Georgia. Handing over a vodka bottle full of water, 
she asks them to pour what they think is one drink 

TAMIKA MOORE FOR THE CHRONICLE

A football-weekend landmark at the U. of Georgia, the Libation Station is run by 
two businessmen. Near its eight-foot-long bar of liquor and mixers, a sign reads, 
“We tailgate harder than your team plays.” 
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into a 16-ounce cup. After a discussion of alcohol’s 
physical effects and consequences, she empties the 
cups into two-ounce shot glasses. What seemed like 
one drink is often two or three.

Ms. Prince talks to bar owners and employees, 
too—about how to tell if a patron’s had too much, 
when to call someone a cab, how cheap-drink spe-
cials affect the campus. Many bars, she says, do 
what they’re supposed to—check IDs, cut people 
off—but others skirt the law. Students here know 
the names of “freshman bars,” where bouncers 
barely glance at IDs.

“In college towns, there are people who are going 
to make a lot of money where liquor is served,” she 
says. “Their incentive is different than ours.”

Ms. Prince will pipe up all over town. In the park-
ing lot of Sam’s Club last year, she saw a group of 
young men loading boxes of beer and liquor onto a 
trailer. “That’s a lot,” she observed, asking about their 
plans. Where were they were headed? Would there 
be food there? She introduced herself, explaining 
that she just wanted them to be careful, safe.

The Fontaine center runs a bystander-interven-
tion program, teaching students techniques to use 
with their peers. Many want to do the right thing, 
says Ms. Prince, but they don’t know what that is. 
So they often end up saying nothing. 

The same is true of adults. Ms. Prince recalls 
her first Georgia football game, where she saw, 
across the aisle, two young women propping up 
an inebriated young man whose head rolled from 
side to side. Everyone in the section stared.

When the man’s head fell forward into a spec-
tator, Ms. Prince heard his friends say, “Let’s feed 
him something.” Not a good idea, she told them, 
because he might vomit and inhale his own puke. 
She advised them to take him home.

When the group left, the fans around her ap-
plauded, Ms. Prince recalls. “Everyone was think-
ing the same thing, but no one was going to do any-
thing.”

The music throbs and lights pulsate as hun-
dreds of students, hands in the air, jump ec-
statically to the beat. In a booth suspended 

far above, a DJ spins high-energy house music, 
heavy on thumping bass. The crowd moves like a 
single supercharged organism, guys pumping their 
fists, women cheering.

But at this party? No alcohol or drugs, please.
Its planners are Phi Slam, a group of students 

whose motto is “When was the last time you had 
your mind blown?” Another might be, “The most 
fun you can have sober.”

Adam Tenny, a senior, is one of the organizers. 
He discovered Phi Slam not long after he arrived at 
Georgia, when a group of upperclassmen pound-
ed on his door and invited him to play flag football. 
This is what Phi Slam calls “storming the dorm”: 
running up and down the halls of every freshman 

high-rise at the start of the fall semester. After 
the game, the members told him about a barbe-
cue, then about Scoop-a-Loop, a dance party and 
ice-cream social. In short order, Mr. Tenny was a 
member of Phi Slam.

The focus on freshmen is no accident. In the first 
weeks and months of college, students are search-
ing for a niche, trying to fit in. If all they see is 
drinking, then it stands to reason they’ll drink, too. 
“The people you surround yourself with,” Mr. Ten-
ny says, “is who you will become.”

The group puts on a dozen or more events each 
semester, like football watch parties, cosmic slip ’n’ 
slide, and the popular BonFryer, where students 
can bring candy, cookie dough, doughnuts—any-
thing, really—to be fried up in a boiling vat of pan-
cake batter (there’s a bonfire, too; hence “bon”). 
Twice a year, Phi Slam stages an epic dance party 
with an elaborate theme. Close to 4,000 students 
turned out for this fall’s shindig, which marked the 
group’s 10th anniversary.

Phi Slam’s origins are this: a half-dozen bored 

roommates looking for something to do on a 
Saturday night. They didn’t want to hit the bars 
downtown but found the nondrinking alterna-
tives, like university-sponsored movie nights or 
trips to the mall, kind of lame. 

So they got some music, picked up a few boxes 
of those cheap colored ice pops, and invited 20 of 
their friends. When more than 100 people showed 
up, the guys knew they weren’t alone in their de-
sire for an alcohol-free social scene. Phi Slam—the 
name is a tongue-in-cheek nod to Georgia’s many 
fraternities—was born.

As members of the original group neared grad-
uation, they recruited new members. Today the 
core organizers number about 20. It’s a shoestring 
operation, unaffiliated with the university. Many 
parties are at an apartment where some of the Phi 
Slammers live; bigger events take place on an adja-
cent empty lot. The imaginative sets are DIY, and 
much of the budget is underwritten by grateful par-
ents. For the rest, members beg, borrow, but don’t 

Asked who is the 
president of the 
United States, the 
student names her 
sorority president.
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steal—they are united by a strong, if little-talk-
ed-about, Christian faith. They’re putting on par-
ties, Mr. Tenny explains. “We’re not trying to get 
thousands of people to have Bible study.”

Almost 22 and boy-band handsome, Mr. Ten-
ny came to Georgia terrified, he says, of the pres-
sure he might face to drink. Some of his high-
school classmates did, but he’d remained sheltered. 
“School, soccer, video games, that was my life,” he 
says. “My parents had it pretty easy with me.” Col-
lege, he knew, would be different.

But he had a hunch that there were others who 
would prefer an alternative, if they only knew 
where to look. Phi Slam tries to be where students 
are. When much of the university headed south 
this fall for the football team’s annual clash with 
the University of Florida, Phi Slam held a swing 
dance at St. Simon’s Island, where Georgia fans 
traditionally stop for the night and party.

The university itself puts on alcohol-free events. 
One recent Friday night the University Union held 
an “Up, Up, and UGA” party, featuring a climbing 
wall, bungee trampoline, and tethered hot-air bal-
loon that took students on a four-story-high ride. 
Phi Slam had used a similar theme last year.

Despite the group’s appeal, organizers are not 
naïve. Phi Slam polices its events, hiring off-du-
ty officers to ensure that its parties are drug- and 
alcohol-free. But there’s nothing stopping people 
from drinking beforehand, and Mr. Tenny knows 
that some probably do. Nor does he kid himself 
that Phi Slam is anything but an alternative to the 
alcohol culture that is the norm in Athens, with 
its rows of bars and never-ending drink specials. 
“We’ve gotten to the point,” he says, “where it seems 
like every day of the week is Thirsty Thursday.”

Now in his final semester, Mr. Tenny has re-
f lected on what Phi Slam has meant to him. He 
came out of his shell, gained confidence, met 
like-minded friends. He found the strength to 
say “No thanks,” even when everyone around 
him was drinking. He occasionally has a beer 
or two with friends, but he hasn’t been tempted 
to go downtown, he says. “When you weigh the 
pros and cons”—hefty bar tabs or legal trouble 
versus focusing on schoolwork—“alcohol can be 
a distraction.”

Phi Slam provides a path for those who want to 
take it, says Mr. Tenny. “Maybe we can make a dif-
ference for one person, for an individual, even if we 
can’t change the culture.”

Jason Bening surveys the bedlam around him. 
Men and women of all ages, high-fiving and 
shouting. It’s a Saturday in November, and par-

ties are going in every corner of Georgia’s campus. 
But none is louder than the one at the corner of 
South Lumpkin and Wray Streets. On a wide patch 
of grass, Mr. Bening greets friends and strangers at 
a tailgate where nobody goes hungry or thirsty. It’s 

called the Libation Station.
Today’s gathering is especially raucous. In two 

hours, the football team will play the Auburn Ti-
gers, among Georgia’s biggest rivals. The game has 
whipped up the Bulldog faithful, many having ar-
rived before 7 a.m., the earliest the university lets 
fans set up their tables and tents. It’s one rule Geor-
gia imposes on the legions of tailgaters who take 
over the campus six or seven times a year. They are 
free to drink as much as they want, most anywhere 
they want. Like right here, across from the depart-
ment of romance languages.

Tailgates are reunions, rituals, traditions. They 
are also daylong drinking parties, which Georgia, 
like many institutions, enables by providing thou-
sands of parking spaces. Setting out hundreds of 
trash and recycling bins. Renting dozens of por-
ta-potties, which cover the campus on game days. 

Fans stake claims on territory in front of the ad-
missions office, near dorms, on hillsides. “Some of 
our adults are some of our worst problems,” says an 
athletic-department official. “The old crowd comes 
back, drinks a little too much, and it thinks it is 20 
years old.” Some partyers don’t even plan to go to 
the game.

The Libation Station began years ago as a small 
gathering in the historic part of campus. But af-
ter fans repeatedly trashed the place, destroying 
the grass, the university imposed new rules: No 
more tents, kegs, grills, or televisions over there. 
“We don’t blame them,” Mr. Bening says. “People 
were abusing it.” So hard-core tailgaters like him 
moved elsewhere. Over time, the Libation Station 
has grown in size and popularity. This summer its 
masterminds made a promotional video for their 
tailgate. Some devotees wear bracelets bearing its 
name.

It’s an impressive kingdom. Beneath strands of 
lights ensconced in red and black Solo cups, a big 
table is covered with grilled snacks. An eight-foot-
long bar is loaded with liquor and mixers. A dozen 
coolers brim with beer and soda. A sign says: “We 
tailgate harder than your team plays.”

Mr. Bening and his friend Rick Floyd, a 1984 
Georgia graduate who hasn’t missed a game in 22 
years, make all this happen. Although Mr. Ben-
ing graduated from Southern Illinois University, 
30 years ago, he loves the Dawgs deeply; his son, 
Hunter, plays first base for the university’s baseball 
team. Both men, who live a couple of hours away, 
have been successful. Mr. Bening is vice president 
and regional sales director at a surgical-supply 
company; Mr. Floyd owns a trucking company and 
a mortgage firm.

On Saturdays they are passionate hosts. “This is 
the best,” says Mr. Bening, in a jacket emblazoned 
with a G. “We just love throwing a big party.”

For today’s tailgate, Mr. Bening says, he and Mr. 
Floyd spent about $2,000 on food and maybe an-
other two or three grand on booze. Maker’s Mark, 
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Jack Daniel’s, and 18 handles of Ketel One vodka. 
“A whole lotta alcohol,” Mr. Bening says. “We’re 
down to the last two bottles of Ketel One.”

Or not. A young woman runs over: “Someone 
just snatched two handles of vodka off the bar!”

Inside a big metal box connected to a propane 
tank, tonight’s specialty is cooking: a Lowcountry 
Boil with sausage, shrimp, corn, and lemons. Mr. 
Bening opens the lid, releasing a blast of cayenne, 
and shouts something to Mr. Floyd.

It’s hard to hear anyone. Journey’s “Don’t Stop 
Believin’ ” booms from tall speakers. “I’ve got a mi-
graine times three,” says the wife of one of the reg-
ulars. She grabs a bottle of Tanqueray she’s stashed 
beneath a table and refills her gin and tonic.

The booze is almost gone, but Mr. Bening isn’t 
worried. He’s got a postgame stash in his truck. “If 
we win,” he says, grinning, “we might have a cele-
bratory cocktail.”

Not far away, revelers mosey by. A man wheels 
a keg in a shopping cart. A woman in black-cotton 
gloves carries a stemless wineglass. A student giv-
ing directions holds up a handle of Fireball whis-
key, pointing west.

Over at the Tent City tailgate, some people with 
small children stick to soda. A Georgia graduate 
with a jug of Pralines and Dick (Praline pecan li-
queur, George Dickel whiskey, and half-and-half) 
tries to imagine what would happen if the univer-
sity ever banned alcohol at tailgates. Fans would 
protest, he says, maybe boycott a few games, but 
eventually get over it.

Others scoff. “I’ll tell you what would happen,” 
says a white-haired man near the student center, 
with a cup of Crown Royal on ice. “People would 
show up with it anyway!”  

Just past 7:15, Georgia kicks off to Auburn. Glow-
ing tents full of fans line the sidewalks. Everywhere, 

flat-screen TVs glimmer in the dark. At the Libation 
Station, a small group cheers as the Bulldogs stuff 
a second-down running play. “Hurt him!” someone 
yells. The Tigers score first, but the Bulldogs even-
tually prevail, 34-7. As promised, victory cocktails 
flow. The long, loud celebration spills downtown. 
On this night, police officers will make 10 arrests 
and issue 72 citations.

The next morning, the sunrise illumines a cam-
pus strewn with debris. In one quad, someone’s 
left a set of lawn chairs. Scavengers carry off aban-
doned coolers.

At South Lumpkin and Wray, the sweet stench 
of booze lingers in the cold air. The Libation Sta-
tion’s supplies are gone, its tents packed away. All 
that remains are trash bags and recycling boxes, 
overflowing with cans and cups. 

On Sundays after football games, the athletic de-
partment oversees an enormous cleanup operation. 
It contracts with a local company that hires people 
to pick up each bottle, each bottlecap. Dozens of 
workers in blue latex gloves use long poles to pluck 
acres of garbage. One, an elderly man pulling trash 
from some bushes, says he’ll make $70 for five or 
six hours of work.

In his tattered coat, he is yet another partici-
pant in a seemingly ceaseless cycle. He will go on 
cleaning up, just as delivery drivers will make their 
rounds, as students will party and police officers 
will patrol. Even as counselors and educators try to 
curb overconsumption, to slow down the alcohol 
culture, it rolls on. In Athens, as on campuses ev-
erywhere, drinking is the default.

By 8 a.m. on this Sunday, cleanup is in full 
swing. Tank trucks service the porta-potties, and 
flatbeds take them away. By dusk, the last of the 
trash has been hauled off, leaving the campus as it 
was, before the party began. 

Originally published on December 1, 2014
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Why Colleges Haven’t 
Stopped Students From 

Binge Drinking
By BETH MCMURTRIE

D
espite decades of research, hun-
dreds of campus task forces, and mil-
lions invested in bold experiments, 
college drinking remains as much of a 
problem as ever. 

More than 1,800 students die every year of al-
cohol-related causes. An additional 600,000 are 
injured while drunk, and nearly 100,000 become 
victims of alcohol-influenced sexual assaults. One 
in four say their academic performance has suf-
fered from drinking, all according to the National 
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.

The binge-drinking rate among college students 
has hovered above 40 percent for two decades, 
and signs are that partying is getting even hard-
er. More students now drink to get drunk, choose 
hard liquor over beer, and front-load, or drink in 
advance of social events. For many the goal is to 
black out. 

Drinking is so central to students’ expectations 
of college that they will fight for what they see as a 
basic right. After Syracuse University, named the 
nation’s No. 1 party school by the Princeton Re-
view, tried to limit a large outdoor gathering, out-

GREG KAHN, GRAIN
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raged students labeled the campus a police state. 
Why has the drumbeat of attention, effort, and 

money failed to influence what experts consider 
a public-health crisis? It’s not for lack of informa-
tion. Dozens of studies show exactly why, when, 
where, and how students drink. Plenty more iden-
tify effective intervention and prevention strate-
gies. A whole industry has sprung up around edu-
cating students on the dangers of alcohol abuse. 

For the most part, undeterred by evidence that 
information alone isn’t enough, colleges continue 
to treat alcohol abuse as an individual problem, 
one that can be fixed primarily through education.

“Institutions of higher education are still really 
committed to the idea that if we just provide the 
right information or the right message, that will 
do the trick, despite 30 or 40 years of research 
that shows that’s not true,” says Robert F. Saltz, 
a senior research scientist at the Prevention Re-
search Center, part of the Pacific Institute for Re-
search and Evaluation. “The message isn’t what 
changes behavior. Enforcement changes behav-
ior.”

Yet many colleges still look the other way. Few 
have gone after environmental factors like cheap 
and easy access to alcohol. Or lenient attitudes to-
ward underage drinking. A Greek system fueled 
by booze. Alcohol-soaked traditions like football 
tailgates and spring flings. They all remain staples 
of college life. 

At some colleges, presidents are reluctant to 
take on boosters and alumni who fervently de-
fend rituals where drinking can get out of control. 
Administrators responsible for prevention often 
aren’t equipped with the community-organizing 
skills to get local politicians, bar owners, and the 
police to try new approaches, enforce laws, and 
punish bad actors. And where profits and tax rev-
enue are at stake, as with local bars and sporting 
events, colleges encounter resistance that they are 
unable or unwilling to overcome. 

A student’s death or an unwelcome party-school 
ranking might prompt action, but it is unlikely 
to be sustained or meaningful. A new prevention 
program or task force has only so much impact.

Even at colleges that try to confront these is-
sues comprehensively, turnover and limited bud-
gets pose significant obstacles. When administra-
tions change, so do priorities. Key staff members 
move on. Each year a new class of freshmen comes 
in ready to party. Monitoring drinking in dorm 
rooms, let alone sparking real change, can seem 
all but impossible.

If this is an era of resignation, the 1990s were 
one of possibility. College presidents declared 
alcohol abuse the greatest threat to campus 

life, and the federal government demanded that 
they do something.

The first large-scale examination of alcohol 

use among college students began in 1993. Run 
by Henry Wechsler, a social psychologist at the 
Harvard University School of Public Health, the 
College Alcohol Study surveyed 17,000 students 
at 140 colleges on why and how they drink.

The following year, Mr. Wechsler pronounced 
44 percent of all college students binge drinkers, 
coining that use of the term to mean consum-
ing four or five drinks in a row, and setting off a 
storm of news coverage. The results helped shift 
public understanding of college drinking from 
a relatively harmless pastime to a public-health 
concern. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 
which financed the first survey, invested mil-
lions in further surveys and research. 

Mr. Wechsler and his team painted a complex 
portrait of campus culture, one in which the en-
vironment fuels excessive drinking. More than 
half of the bars surrounding campuses, they 
found, used discounts and other promotions to 
lure in students. Higher rates of binge drinking 
were associated with membership in a fraterni-
ty or sorority, a belief that most students drink, 
and easy access to alcohol.

At the same time, the studies made clear that 
much is beyond colleges’ control. Half of stu-
dents had started binge drinking before they 
got to campus. In states where alcohol was 
a problem generally, colleges showed higher 
binge-drinking rates. On the other hand, strong 
laws against fake IDs and other restrictive mea-
sures were correlated with lower levels of drink-
ing among young people.

Advocates and policy makers sensed an op-
portunity. The U.S. Department of Education 
established the Higher Education Center for 
Alcohol, Drug Use and Violence Prevention, 
which provided research, training, and techni-
cal assistance. Mr. Wechsler’s findings sparked 
a 10-campus experiment, called A Matter of 
Degree, to try to bring drinking under control. 
Focusing on colleges with higher-than-average 
rates of binge drinking, the project aimed to 
prove that by working with community partners 
to change the environment, colleges have the 
power to shift student behavior. The Johnson 
foundation put more than $17-million into the 
project, which was conducted with the Ameri-
can Medical Association over a 12-year period.

But attention doesn’t equal action, never mind 
progress. Early results showed that in the first 
few years, half of the colleges involved didn’t try 
much of anything. The other half reported “sig-
nificant although small” improvements in drink-
ing behavior. Meanwhile, a survey of about 750 
college presidents found that they were sticking 
to what they’d always done, focusing on argu-
ably effective “social norming” campaigns, which 
aim to curb students’ drinking with the message 
that their peers don’t drink as much as it seems. 
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Today a number of colleges that participated in 
the lengthy experiment still struggle with stu-
dents’ alcohol problems, even showing up on 
party-school lists.

The magnitude and complexity of the chal-
lenges facing colleges were clear. Thriving fake-
ID industries. Endless happy hours. Limited 
enforcement of alcohol and noise ordinances 
off campus. Greek systems that revolve around 
drinking and dominate social life.

Several colleges developed new programs: 
training servers, notifying parents when un-
derage students were caught drinking, and co-
ordinating enforcement with the local police. 
Setbacks, however, were common. Louisiana 
State University found local bar owners hostile 
to the idea of scaling back happy hours or drink 
specials. At the University of Colorado at Boul-
der, the campus-community coalition had little 
authority. To appeal to local businesses, a new 
mayor in Newark, Del., weakened regulations 
on selling alcohol near dormitories at the public 
flagship university. 

At Florida State University, a local partner-
ship’s efforts were met with stiff resistance from 

the alcohol industry, The Wall Street Journal 
reported in 2003. Bar owners and distributors 
formed a competing group to oppose the quest 
for new laws and regulations to control students’ 
access to alcohol. The university eventually 
backed down. The president at the time said he 
didn’t want to spend his political capital given 
everything else he was trying to accomplish in 
the Florida Legislature.

The following years saw the end of several 
major projects. Mr. Wechsler’s College Alcohol 
Study wrapped up in 2006, having surveyed 
50,000 students and produced reams of re-
search. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
shifted its attention elsewhere. The Amethyst 
Initiative, a campaign by more than 100 col-
lege presidents to reconsider the legal drinking 
age, came and quickly went. And in 2012, fund-
ing cuts eliminated the federal center that had 
guided colleges on preventing alcohol and drug 
abuse. 

Jim Yong Kim, a physician with a pub-
lic-health background who was president of 
Dartmouth College, attempted to drag the issue 
back into the spotlight, announcing an inten-

GREG KAHN, GRAIN

A consortium of colleges in Maryland, including the U. of Maryland at College Park, helped establish a ban this year on the sale of 
extreme-strength alcohol in the state. 
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sive, public-health and data-driven approach 
to dealing with campus drinking. He used his 
influence to drum up participation from 32 in-
stitutions in the National College Health Im-
provement Program’s Learning Collaborative on 
High-Risk Drinking, and secured money to keep 
it going for two years. But when he left Dart-
mouth to lead the World Bank, in 2012, the lead-
ership and the money dried up. The project is-
sued its first and final report this year.

Educators and researchers who lived through 
this period say a combination of exhaustion, 
frustration, inertia, lack of resources, and cam-
pus and community politics derailed the nation-
al conversation about college drinking. Taking 
on the problem proved tougher than anyone had 
thought. 

“All those efforts caused some issue fatigue,” 
says John D. Clapp, director of the federal alco-
hol and drug center when it closed. The feeling, 
he says, was “Hey, we tried this, and it’s time to 
move on.”

The apparent paradox today is this: Col-
leges keep trying to reduce extreme drink-
ing, but the numbers aren’t getting any 

better.  
It’s hard to change the status quo by tinkering 

at the margins. Many colleges continue pursuing 
disjointed and short-term measures with limit-
ed impact and little staying power. 

Almost all four-year colleges have alcohol pol-
icies and require incoming students to take some 
kind of course, often online, that warns of the 
dangers of alcohol abuse, according to surveys 
by researchers at the University of Minnesota’ 
Most campuses provide alcohol-free housing and 
run party patrols. And half offer intervention or 
recovery programs for problem drinkers. Of the 
32 campuses in the group started by the former 
Dartmouth president, most focused their energy 
on alcohol policies, social-norming campaigns, 
educational programs, and student surveys. 

But that’s the relatively easy, noncontroversial 
stuff. Angry alumni won’t rise up over an online 
prevention course. 

Here’s what colleges aren’t doing. Fewer than 
half consistently enforce their alcohol policies 
at tailgates, in dormitories, and at fraternity 
and sorority houses. Only a third do compliance 
checks to monitor illegal alcohol sales in near-
by neighborhoods. Just 7 percent try to restrict 
the number of outlets selling alcohol, and 2 per-
cent work to reduce cheap drink specials at local 
bars, according to the Minnesota researchers.

Yet restricting easy access to alcohol and pe-
nalizing students who break the rules do make 
a difference, studies suggest. One project, Saf-
er California Universities, tested a series of 
community-based prevention strategies, and 

found that the number of people getting drunk 
at off-campus parties and bars dropped signifi-
cantly. Participating colleges used DUI checks, 
underage decoys, party patrols, and enforcement 
of local ordinances that hold hosts liable for any 
trouble caused by their drunken guests.

So why aren’t more colleges taking such bold 
action? 

Philosophically, many educators are resistant 
to the idea of policing students. They would pre-
fer to treat them as young adults who can make 
good choices with the right motivation. Traci L. 
Toomey, who directs the alcohol-epidemiology 
program at Minnesota’s School of Public Health, 
recalls visiting a campus that had long prided 
itself on letting students monitor the flow of al-
cohol at social events. “As if somehow magically 
they’d do a great job,” she says.

That college was part of the Learning Col-
laborative on High-Risk Drinking, in which 

other participants also expressed resistance to 
designing and enforcing better prevention pol-
icies. “There was all this talk about protecting 
students’ rights and treating them like adults, 
and oftentimes it was really about protecting the 
students who were drinking,” says Ms. Toom-
ey. “I tried to raise the question: Not all of our 
students drink, and not all drink heavily. Their 
rights are being violated, their ability to study, 
to sleep, to walk across campus safely. Why ar-
en’t we protecting their rights?”

That institutional ambivalence can hamper 
enforcement. In the Minnesota surveys, only 
about 60 percent of campus law-enforcement 
officials said they almost always proactively en-
force alcohol policies. Half cited barriers such 
as understaffing and students’ easy access to al-
cohol at private parties and at bars that don’t 
check IDs. Only 35 percent of colleges’ law-en-
forcement units almost always issue criminal ci-
tations for serious alcohol-related incidents, pre-
ferring instead to refer cases to other offices, like 
judicial or student affairs. 

Students themselves say more-aggressive en-

“The message
isn’t what
changes behavior.
Enforcement
changes behavior.”
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forcement could change their behavior. One 
survey of those who had violated their colleges’ 
alcohol policies found that parental notifica-
tion, going through the criminal-justice system, 
or being required to enter an alcohol treatment 
program would be more of a deterrent than fines 
and warnings. 

Top administrators rarely carry the banner 
of prevention and make it a campuswide prior-
ity. Instead, efforts are shouldered by entry-lev-
el health or student-affairs coordinators, which 
can result in narrow approaches. 

That makes structural change difficult. How 
do you limit excessive or underage drinking 
off campus without enlisting the support of 
the owners of liquor stores and bars? How do 
you deal with an oversaturation of bars with-
out talking with politicians and state licensing 
agencies? How do you crack down on off-campus 
parties without working with the local police? 
How do you hold fraternities responsible for un-
derage drinking without the cooperation of their 
national organizations? 

Without high-level leadership and broad buy-
in, students get mixed messages about what 
their college is willing to tolerate. The bookstore 
might stock college-licensed molds for Jell-O 
shots. Football stadiums may sell beer. Some 
colleges allow—even sponsor—blowout parties, 
spending serious money monitoring and clean-
ing up after drunk students.

Duke University was home to an all-day par-
ty known as Tailgate, which raged in a parking 
lot before and after every home football game. 
Wearing costumes, cranking up the music, and 
funneling beer, students left behind a mess so 
huge it required front-loaders to clear. Admin-
istrators tried all sorts of things—cars versus no 
cars, kegs versus cans, shorter and longer hours, 
food and entertainment—in a futile effort to rein 
in bad behavior. 

Larry Moneta, vice president for student af-
fairs, attended every Tailgate. In an oral histo-
ry compiled by Duke’s student newspaper, The 
Chronicle, he estimated that it cost “probably 
hundreds of thousands of dollars” in staff time 
and maintenance.

“I’d say to folks, ‘You understand what you’re 
doing here? You’re representing the worst ste-
reotypes of Duke. The wealthy, couldn’t-care-
less, partying it up and leaving your shit on the 
ground so the lowest-paid employees can come 
and clean up after you. Doesn’t that message 
mean anything to you?’ It gets through when 
you’re sober, doesn’t get through when you’re not 
sober. ”

The party lasted until 2010, when a 14-year 
old sibling of a student was found passed out in 
a portable toilet. “That was the final straw,” Mr. 
Moneta says in an interview. Administrators fi-

nally shut it down. 
Fraternities and sororities remain a third rail 

for many college presidents. “Even though the 
Greek system was identified as the highest area 
of risk in terms of harm and rates of drinking, 
we didn’t have many schools touch that,” says 
Lisa C. Johnson, a former managing director of 
the Learning Collaborative on High-Risk Drink-
ing. “It’s fraught with politics. It’s fraught with, 
Are we going to lose funding from alumni who 
value the traditions? Also, it’s complex because 
Greek houses may be owned by the fraternities, 
not the university.”

Dartmouth has had one of the more pub-
lic struggles with its Greek system, the subject 
of numerous unflattering portraits. Ironically, 
while Dr. Kim was a national leader on the is-
sue, at home he was perceived as going easy on 
fraternities and sororities, telling the campus 
newspaper, “I barely have any power.”

That may be changing. In April, after watch-
ing applications plummet 14 percent, Dart-
mouth’s new president, Philip J. Hanlon, spoke 
about how the college had succumbed to “ex-
treme and harmful behaviors,” including hazing, 
racism, sexual assault, and dangerous drinking. 
The answer is “fundamental change” in the so-
cial scene, including the Greek system, he said. 
“Enough is enough.” 

College alcohol-abuse prevention doesn’t 
have a powerful advocacy arm. But a ded-
icated group of people is determined to 

keep the issue on the national agenda.
The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 

Alcoholism, which three years ago formed a 
committee of college-president advisers, plans 
to come out next year with guidelines for col-
leges on which interventions work well.

The Higher Education Center for Alcohol and 
Drug Misuse and Prevention opened this year at 
Ohio State University, under the direction of Mr. 
Clapp, who led the shuttered federal center. He 
secured grant money, $2-million from the Con-
rad N. Hilton Foundation, to translate alcohol 
research into strategies that colleges can use, he 
says. “The idea is to give people tools that don’t 
necessarily need a ton of money to implement” 
or “50 to 60 staff people to run.” 

Some state higher-education coalitions have 
been working with legislators. The Maryland 
Collaborative to Reduce College Drinking and 
Related Problems, a joint effort of 11 institu-
tions, helped establish a ban this year on the sale 
of extreme-strength alcohol in the state. 

Several colleges have also reached the break-
ing point with campus events, like Duke’s Tail-
gate, that had spun out of control. Last year 
John C. Bravman, president of Bucknell Uni-
versity, permanently canceled its annual House 



Party Weekend. Once a dress-up affair, it had 
devolved into a multiday bender during which 
students urinated in public, showed up drunk to 
class, and got belligerent with emergency-room 
doctors. A few students consumed so much alco-
hol that doctors thought they might not survive.

Mr. Bravman laid all of this out in a brutal-
ly honest letter to the campus, arguing that he 
couldn’t in good conscience allow such “self-de-
grading” behavior to continue. It will take more 
than eliminating one event to curb high-risk 
drinking, he said in a recent interview, “but we 
made our point. We made a statement about the 
values of this institution.” 

That kind of argument helped break down resis-
tance to increased oversight among participants in 
the Learning Collaborative on High-Risk Drink-
ing, Ms. Johnson says. “There was a lot of throw-
ing hands up at first: ‘We don’t want a police state 
at our school.’ It wasn’t until they began to reframe 
the issue—that our institutional mission is to ed-
ucate and provide a supportive learning environ-
ment”—that participating colleges saw the value in 
enforcement and control.

Some prevention advocates hope that scrutiny 
of sexual assault on campuses may result in more 
attention to alcohol abuse, because the connection 
has been well documented. It took a series of fed-
eral complaints and investigations, supporters say, 
for colleges to begin revising and better enforcing 

their sexual-assault policies.
Others are betting that money will talk. Jona-

than C. Gibralter, president of Frostburg State Uni-
versity, calculated that alcohol abuse cost $1-mil-
lion in staff time and lost tuition over a recent four-
year period. Putting a price tag on the problem, he 
says, helps keep people motivated to crack down on 
off-campus parties, work with local law enforce-
ment, and raise expectations among students. 

Mr. Clapp, at Ohio State, wants to make a sim-
ilar economic argument to college presidents. 
Those high dropout rates you’ve been wrestling 
with? The slacker students who study a little and 
party a lot? The liability risks you take allowing 
dangerous behaviors to go on? They’re not doing 
your campus any favors. 

The different forces at play nationally may not be 
enough to focus attention on dangerous drinking in 
college, but culture change can happen. It’s just slow, 
says John Porter, director of the Center for Health 
and Well Being at the University of Vermont, which 
has grappled with alcohol abuse for more than two 
decades. Asked to lead a new campuswide approach 
to the problem, Mr. Porter remains hopeful. When 
he was a child, he says, he used to sit on his mother’s 
lap in the front seat of their Buick. She’d be smoking 
cigarettes. Nobody was wearing seat belts. “Today 
we’d be aghast,” he says.

A generation from now, will we feel the same 
way about binge drinking?  
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4 Campuses Respond to Risky Drinking
California State U. at Chico:  
Changing a Party Culture

Chico State has been known as a party school at 
least since 1987, when it topped Playboy’s list. But 
alcohol-related deaths two years ago prompted the 
university and the community to act. 

“We have here in Chico what some people like 
to call the perfect storm of access and prices,” says 
 Trisha Seastrom, program director of the Campus 
Alcohol and Drug Education Center. 

Inspired by its involvement in the national 
Learning Collaborative on High Risk Drinking, the 
university is trying a variety of measures, including 
more regulation, parent education, and quicker in-
tervention when trouble arises. 

With the support of the student government, 
the university persuaded the City Council to 
pass legislation leading to fewer raucous house 
parties. Consistent messages from the campus 
president that partyers are no longer welcome 
may have helped reduce the share of incoming 
freshmen who drink heavily, according to sur-
veys. But there have been setbacks, too, like the 
stalling of an attempt to get the municipal Plan-
ning Commission to control the number of bars 
in town. 

The university still has more than a dozen plans 
under way. “There’s no silver bullet,” says Ms. 
Seastrom. “All of these things together will create a 
safer environment.” 

Lehigh U.: Keeping Tabs  
on Fraternities and Sororities

At Lehigh, nearly 40 percent of students be-
long to a fraternity or sorority, long the sources 
of much underage and excessive drinking. Twelve 
years ago, the university invested millions in the 
Greek system: improved living conditions, more 
staff, and leadership training. Campus officials 
also made every group undergo annual accredita-
tion. The motto: “Be great or be gone (We’ll help 
either way).”

Yet problems persist, and new ones arise. Three 
Greek houses this year were suspended for allow-
ing underage drinking. An increase in off-campus 
parties suggests that students are trying to get 
around the monitoring system. 

Stricter penalties for consuming hard liquor and 
more alcohol-free social events have helped cut 
down on the number of freshmen in the emergen-
cy room. “I’m proud of the progress we have made,” 
says John W. Smeaton, vice provost for student af-
fairs. “But it’s not a math equation.”

Yale U.: Ivies, Too,  
Have Problems

While Big State U. may forever evoke images of 
keg parties and tailgates, elite institutions have 
their own problems with alcohol. They just tend to 
keep them quiet. 

Yale decided this year to start talking. The pro-
portion of students there who say they binge drink: 
62 percent. Of those, the share who say they’ve 
drunk so much they’ve blacked out: 24 percent. 

Yale’s attitude is part of a new, public-health ap-
proach encouraging colleges to take a hard look 
at student culture. “Much of what we are learning 
flies in the face of common campus beliefs,” the 
university notes. 

Administrators are bringing people on the de-
centralized campus together to discuss alcohol 
problems, enforce rules, and encourage students 
to seek help. “Previously it was individual students 
who were helped through counseling services,” 
says Hannah Rose Peck, director of student life. 
“Now we’re helping Yale think about this as a com-
munity issue.”

U. of Nebraska at Lincoln:  
Community Coalition

Nebraska is widely considered a model of how to 
build strong local partnerships. Action was possi-
ble there because of a coalition led by the chancel-
lor and Lincoln’s mayor, says Linda Major, director 
of the university’s Center for Civic Engagement. 
Even then, she says, “it was five years before our 
binge-drinking rate dropped below 50 percent.”

Nebraska is precise in its approach, relying heav-
ily on data. Detox centers ask people where they 
had their last drink, helping officials identify prob-
lem bars. Through the local hospitality council, the 
university promotes peer pressure to stop some of 
the more outrageous cheap-drink specials. One bar 
owner had said that anyone who could drink a 13-
shot concoction in an hour and make his way out 
the door would be rewarded with a T-shirt and his 
name on the wall. “We sat him in the room with the 
other business owners, and they said knock it off,” 
recalls Ms. Major. “And he did.” 

The police now use a noise ordinance to crack 
down on landlords who tolerate wild parties, and ad-
ministrators have successfully lobbied for laws to help 
reduce underage and unsafe drinking. Coordination 
is crucial, Ms. Major says, in focusing attention on 
trouble spots. “It’s really hard to keep that level of ac-
tivity that we had in our early days of work.”   
                                                           — beth mcmurtrie 

Originally published on December 3, 2014
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The New Rules
of Sex and Booze

By ROBIN WILSON

Schenectady, N.Y.

I
t was a typical Saturday night at the house 
on Park Street where the Union College men’s 
hockey team goes after games to unwind and 
party. Sébastien Gingras, a 6-foot-1 defense-
man, noticed a classmate hovering around a 

young woman who looked unsteady.
Mr. Gingras watched them. “She was a fresh-

man, and this was a guy from outside the team 
who had the reputation of trying to get girls when 
they were drunk,” he says. After a while, “the guy 
was sitting next to her on a couch, trying to get her 
to leave.” So Mr. Gingras, a junior, asked one of 
his teammates to call the guy over to distract him 
while Mr. Gingras checked the young woman’s ID 
and walked her back to her dorm.  

MARK ABRAMSON FOR THE CHRONICLE

Underwear with messages like “Ask before unwrapping” were put on display by students at Union College (N.Y.) as part of a campaign 
against sexual assault. “No college has all the right solutions yet,” says Shayna Han (right), a senior who helped start a group at Union 
dedicated to sexual consent. 
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Hanging out, drinking, and hooking up are for 
many students just part of life in college. They’re 
also a common backdrop for sexual assault. As 
many as four in five campus assaults involve 
drinking, studies have found. Plenty of those cases 
hinge on whether a woman was drunk or incapaci-
tated, and therefore unable to give consent.

Messages about preventing sexual assault 
now come at students from many directions: 
campus and federal officials, the news media, 
their peers. And what students are hearing has 
started to inf luence their behavior. They’re pay-
ing more attention, and they’re looking out for 
one another. 

That’s precisely what President Obama’s new 
campaign, “It’s On Us,” is asking them to do: “to 
intervene if we see someone in a risky situation.” 
Union College, with 2,250 undergraduates, enlist-
ed its popular hockey team, which won last year’s 
Division I national championship, to sign the cam-
paign’s pledge and encourage others to take seri-
ously the goal of protecting students.

People here think it’s working. “We’re hearing 
from more students concerned about what they are 
seeing or hearing,” says Amanda E. Tommell-San-
dy, assistant director of the counseling center. “We 
are seeing more students sharing that they have 
intervened.”

Deciding when a friend is having fun and when 
it’s time to step in can be tricky. Students here and 
elsewhere are fumbling a bit in new roles—order-
ing a man talking with a tipsy woman to leave a 
party, or seeing a drunk couple together and call-
ing campus security. “No college has all of the right 
solutions yet,” says Shayna Han, a senior at Union 
who helped start the college’s Committee on Con-
sent Education and Awareness this year.

The idea on many campuses is that interven-
tion, not drinking less, is the solution. None of the 
students The Chronicle spoke with talked about 
scaling back their own drinking to avoid becom-
ing too aggressive or vulnerable. Administrators 
responsible for sexual-assault prevention feel that 
they can’t say much about alcohol, even though it 
is a common element in many incidents. If they 
counsel students to limit consumption, they fear, 
young women who drink and are assaulted will 
be blamed, and will blame themselves, perhaps 
not reporting the attacks. 

By monitoring their friends—a practice many 
colleges now promote—students can watch for 
both threatening conduct and vulnerability to 
predators and opportunists. That way, students let 
one another drink to excess while lowering the risk 
of assault.

“I am the mom of my group,” explains Brianna, 
a sophomore here who asked that her last name 
not be used. “Last year I literally pulled my friend 
away from a guy because they were both too in-
toxicated.” Her friend appreciated her judgment, 

Brianna says. “She knew I was completely sober, so 
she trusted me.”

W renching stories of sexual assault have 
rocked many campuses in the past cou-
ple of years, sparking protests and scru-

tiny. Many alleged victims have filed federal com-
plaints about the way their colleges handled their 
reports. 

While Union hasn’t had a case go public—the 
college received five formal reports of sexual as-
sault in 2013—the topic has provoked a lot of dis-
cussion.

“I knew we had an opportunity with our hock-
ey team,” says Jim McLaughlin, the athletic di-
rector. The team attended a half-day workshop 
in September on bystander intervention. Next in 
line are the women’s hockey team and the men’s 
and women’s basketball and swim teams.

“We are tough, bold women, and we would have 
the confidence to step into a bad situation,” says 
Christine Valente, captain of the women’s hockey 
team.

Athletes aren’t the only ones getting involved. 
Ms. Han and a few classmates formed their group 
to talk frankly about sexual consent. In November, 
members wrote slogans on men’s and women’s un-
derwear and hung them outside the student cen-
ter. “Ask before unwrapping” said a pair of panties. 
“I like butts,” someone wrote in pink marker on a 
men’s pair. “Butt ... I ask before I touch.” 

Organizers are holding workshops with sports 
teams, fraternities, and sororities. But they don’t 
preach or try to give students all the answers. On a 
recent Thursday evening, the men’s lacrosse team 
packed into a dorm’s common area, where the 
group’s presenters, all women, tried to draw the 
athletes out. What does consent mean? How does 
sexual assault affect men? How do stereotypes of 
masculinity play into the problem?

“You should have consent before you go out and 
party and get drunk, instead of waking up the next 
day and regretting it,” one player said. “As a team, 
I want to win a national championship,” offered 
another. “I don’t want another player going out and 
touching a woman who doesn’t want to be touched 
and undermining our success.” Every time some-
one spoke up, the women tossed out packets of 
Sweet Tarts or Reese’s Pieces.

After such presentations, students sometimes 
approach members of the consent group, says Ms. 
Han, to say they’ve been applying its lessons. “I 
was having sex,” a student might report, “and I 
asked for consent!”

W omen at Union say they do two things to 
keep themselves and their friends safe 
from sexual assault. They never walk 

alone after dark, and they go to parties in groups. 
Some also bring their own alcohol—keeping their 
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drinks covered and close at hand. Campus safety 
officers taught three self-defense classes this fall, 
and the Theta Delta Chi fraternity offered to buy 
women a new kind of nail polish that is supposed 
to change colors to detect the presence of common 
date-rape drugs.

Relatively few sexual assaults on college cam-
puses, however, involve strangers, weapons, over-
whelming physical force, or date-rape drugs, ex-
perts say. The most common substance consumed 
by victims is alcohol.

“There is this notion of the predator out there, 
and those people definitely exist,” says Steve 
Leavitt, dean of students at Union. “But we ha-
ven’t seen them in any of our judicial cases.” A 
more common scenario, he says, involves students 
drinking, and something going wrong.

Like many colleges, Union has tried to control 
the flow of alcohol. Under new rules this year, fra-
ternity parties must serve bottled water. The fa-
miliar red Solo cups are banned—all beer must be 
distributed in cans—and Union limits the num-
ber of cans at each party. It is more difficult to slip 

something into a can than a cup, and the lack of 
cups restricts drinking games.

Still, students can load up on alcohol before par-
ties. Heavy drinking is common here, just as it is 
on many campuses. What has changed, students 
say, is how closely they watch out for their drunken 
friends.

At Sigma Chi, one of Union’s biggest fraternities, 
students party in the basement, with a big Ameri-
can flag painted on the wall and a beat-up wooden 
stage for the DJ. Brothers step in if a woman com-
plains of aggressive behavior, says Ben Nadareski, 
the chapter’s president. 

This year a female student accused a classmate 
looking to join Sigma Chi of offensive conduct af-
ter a night of partying (Mr. Nadareski declined to 
offer specifics). She reported the incident to her 
resident assistant, and the college disciplined the 
student. Because of privacy law, Union didn’t tell 
Sigma Chi about the violation, but the fraternity 
rejected the student as a brother, saying it didn’t 
want someone like that among its 90 members. 

For the most part, women here say they feel safe 

MARK ABRAMSON FOR THE CHRONICLE

Members of the men’s lacrosse team at Union College return from a campus workshop on sexual consent. The women leading the 
workshop asked them, What does consent mean? How does sexual assault affect men? How do stereotypes of masculinity play into 
the problem? 
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at frat houses. Meghan, a senior who asked that 
her last name not be used, remembers being at a 
party last year without her closest friends. “I got 
really, really drunk,” she says. 

A fraternity brother took her up to his bedroom, 
Meghan says, propped her up on her side in his 
bed, and locked the door so no one could both-
er her. “I woke up with a cup of water next to the 
bed,” she says, “and a text saying: ‘I’m in the chap-
ter room downstairs. When you wake up, come 
and get me.’ ”

Meghan was grateful, she says. “I have a lot of 
somebodies around to help me.”

So when do friends step in for one another? 
The new emphasis on bystander intervention 
may be making some students a little over-

zealous.   
Elizabeth Murad, a junior at Union, says one 

of her friends was drinking heavily at a party one 
night and made out with a guy they didn’t know 
well. “After a while I asked her, ‘Are you OK?’ ” 
says Ms. Murad. The friend said yes but added 
that she didn’t want things to go any further.

As Ms. Murad called her over to a group of 
girlfriends, a male classmate who had witnessed 
the interaction yelled at the young man. “He 
said the guy shouldn’t even be talking to her 
when she’s drunk,” says Ms. Murad. “It’s good he 
was looking out for her, but she can do what she 
wants. He was being out of line about it, and he 
got kicked out.”

One student was worried when his roommate 
brought a woman back to their dorm room af-
ter both had been drinking. “He wondered if he 
could be seen as part of the problem if he ignored 
it,” says Marcus S. Hotaling, director of counsel-
ing. So he called campus safety. Officers knocked 
on the door, and both students responded that 
they were there willingly.

The culture of looking out for one another 

means making judgments for your classmates, or 
at least asking. Mr. Gingras, the hockey player, 
is an RA in what he calls the biggest party dorm. 
This fall he saw a couple stumbling down the hall. 
He pulled the young woman aside and asked, “Are 
you feeling comfortable?” 

She said she wasn’t sure if she wanted to go 
into a room with the man. “If you put yourself in 
there,” Mr. Gingras says he told her, “you have to 
have a clear understanding with him.” She went 
into the room, he says, came out, and explained 
to the RA that she’d told the guy she didn’t want 
to sleep with him yet.

While students watch for signs of trouble, some 
men are monitoring their own behavior. They 
want to avoid situations they’ve heard about in 
which men think sex is consensual, but their part-
ners say otherwise. In some cases, the women have 
had enough to drink that they don’t remember 
what happened.

It’s not worth the risk that your partner is not in 
control of her actions, one hockey player said at a 
team dinner last month. “A drunk girl holds your 
life in her hands.”

All the discussion of sexual assault here has 
heightened awareness while also stoking fear. “It’s 
made everyone a lot more paranoid,” one student 
says, “avoiding the gray area at all costs.”

Women notice how sensitive some men have be-
come about appearing inappropriate or aggres-
sive. While that may mean less spontaneity, young 
women feel more protected—even when they want 
to party hard.

“This weekend a kid was trying to dance with 
me,” says Meghan, the senior who was safely 
tucked in at the frat house. “He asked only once, 
and I decided not to.” Still, with lessons about con-
sent and respect in his head, his conscience seems 
to have weighed on him. 

The next day he sent her 30 text messages. All of 
them said, “I’m sorry.” 

Originally published on December 3, 2014
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A 
few years ago, I found myself sit-
ting in the corner of a campus stu-
dent lounge, talking to a 19-year-old 
named Jessica about what brought 
her to college, how much she studies, 

and why her weekends almost never involve get-
ting drunk. 

She wasn’t a teetotaler for religious reasons and 
it wasn’t because there were many other fun things 
to do. Her college was in Rochester, Minn., which, 
in midwinter, consists mainly of subzero tempera-
tures and a lot of elderly sick people in and around 

the Mayo Clinic. After three days there, the hotel 
bar seemed particularly enticing. 

Jessica wasn’t a party animal for two reasons. 
First, she had a lot of school work to do. The Uni-
versity of Minnesota’s Rochester campus is new 
and unusual. There are only two majors: health 
professions and health sciences. The classes are 
small and the workload demanding. Jessica told 
me she spends 30 to 40 hours per week studying 
outside of class, far more than the typical under-
graduate. 

Second, there is no organized collegiate-drink-

If Students 
Have Time to 
Get Drunk, 
Colleges 
Aren’t Doing 
Their Job
By KEVIN CAREY

MICHAEL MORGENSTERN FOR THE CHRONICLE
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ing infrastructure in Rochester. Fraternities, so-
rorities, and big-time sports are nonexistent. The 
bars and restaurants are set up for the elderly sick 
people, not 25-cent drink specials and pregame 
keg blasts. 

Some of Jessica’s high-school friends went to 
St. Cloud State University and came home with 
stories of lost weekends and more than a few lost 
weekdays. But Jessica was too busy to party, and 
there were no parties to attend. 

These realities offer the beginnings of a solution 
to the scourge of collegiate alcohol abuse. 

To be sure, nobody is going to change the na-
ture of youth. As one angry father wrote to his 
son in medieval times, “I have recently discovered 
that you live dissolutely and slothfully, preferring 
license to restraint and play to work and strum-
ming a guitar while the others are at their studies, 
whence it happens that you have read but one vol-
ume of law while your more industrious compan-
ions have read several.” Plus ça change.

But there’s a difference between idle young men 
consuming too much mead in the taverns and the 
kind of relentless, quasi-industrialized alcohol 
consumption common on many campuses. No one 
emerges from the womb with a DKE T-shirt and 
a beer-pong paddle. Students behave this way be-
cause we teach them to, primarily through popular 
culture. 

Like many people, I’ve watched and enjoyed 
Animal House multiple times. It’s one of the fun-
niest movies ever made, and also one of the most 
inadvertently destructive. The conceit, as we all 
know, is that the hard-drinking brothers of Del-
ta House are anti-authoritarian heroes. But in 
order to gain the audience’s sympathy, the movie 
cleverly expunges every consequence of the Del-
tas’ allegedly depraved behavior. 

You may think you remember watching a toga 
party that a member of rival Omega House later 
described as featuring “individual acts of perver-
sion so profound and disgusting that decorum pro-
hibits us listing them here.” But wait—what acts is 
he talking about? The movie shows none. The par-
ty consists entirely of people standing around hav-
ing fun and dancing to Otis Day and the Knights. 
All of the sex is consensual. Nobody gets poisoned 
or assaulted. The drunk drivers all step out of their 
cars unscathed. 

That’s the way collegiate drinking always looks 
on the screen, whether it’s in a bar or a frat house 
or on a spring-break beach: music blasting, peo-
ple dancing, cups raised high. The images hav-
en’t stopped since Animal House was released in 
1978: two of this year’s biggest box-office hits were 
the frat-party comedies Neighbors and 22 Jump 
Street. Our culture provides a detailed instruction 

manual for undergraduate alcohol abuse, and stu-
dents comply with something close to obligation. 

The movies don’t show what comes next: rape, 
illness, and tragedy. Scroll down the death list on 
CompelledToAct.com—it takes a while—and the 
stories start to blend in similarity and repetition. 
“Lost his life in an automobile accident.” “Fell into 
a ditch near railroad tracks.” “Found unresponsive 
while on spring break.” There are no ditch-shroud-
ed corpses in Neighbors, because that’s not enter-
tainment. 

As a result, thousands of young lives are being 
lost and ruined, and colleges are increasingly being 
called to account. The federal government’s recent 
high-profile expansion of scrutiny into campus sex-
ual-assault policies is mostly a response to terrible 
things that happen after excessive drinking. 

Colleges can’t change Hollywood. But they can 
increase the distance between those fantastical 
movie parties and real college life. While fraterni-
ties aren’t inherently bad (full disclosure: I was in 
one), it’s no secret where the biggest alcohol risks 
are often found. 

Caitlin Flanagan’s recent Atlantic exposé sug-
gests that some universities are colluding with na-
tional fraternal organizations to shift legal liability 
for alcohol-related damages onto parents’ insur-
ance policies. That’s reprehensible. Greek organiza-
tions exist at the pleasure of colleges, not the other 
way around. College presidents who bend to pres-
sure from outside groups or alumni with fond, hazy 
memories of youthful hijinks are failing their most 
basic obligations to their students. Organizations 
that are a danger to students should be permanent-
ly shut down. The same is true for the parasitical 
bar owners and party planners. Alcohol abuse will 
never be eliminated, but there are many lives to be 
saved between there and where we are now. 

Students also drink because they have a lot of 
time on their hands. Studies have found that to-
day’s full-time undergraduates are spending few-
er hours on academic work in exchange for better 
grades than in previous generations. Substance 
abuse can be a product of aimlessness and bore-
dom, something to do to fill the time. 

In the long run, the most effective alcohol-abuse- 
prevention policy is to be a better college: a place 
where students are continually challenged, pro-
voked, and engaged by the difficult work of learning. 

When my daughter reaches college age, I’m go-
ing to look for places that have a reputation of be-
ing “where fun goes to die.” Better fun than some-
thing else.  

Kevin Carey is director of the education-policy 
program at the New America Foundation and a 
contributing writer to The Chronicle. 

Originally published on December 2, 2014
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H
ere’s a puzzle.

Most of what’s oldest about us hu-
mans is still younger than drinking. 
From China to Iran to Turkey, the 
story is in the residue scraped from 

the insides of broken and buried clay vessels: Be-
fore we knew how to build a wheel or stitch a sail, 
and maybe even before we knew how to bake a loaf 
of bread, we knew how to make ourselves drunk. 
And on the earliest tablets of Greek writing, along-
side all the other gods, there is Dionysus, god of 
wine: He seems to be as old as it gets, and with as 
much claim as any god in the pantheon to be a na-
tive.

The puzzle is that whenever the Greeks told 
themselves stories about the god of wine, they told 
stories about a god who was new and who was for-
eign. In myth, Dionysus is always in the process of 
arriving. He’s the newest of the gods, the half-hu-
man god with the shakiest title to divinity, the one 
with the weakest claim to be “one of us.” “I was in 
Phrygia before I came here,” the playwright Eurip-
ides has him say in The Bacchae,

and Lydia, where the earth flows gold. I passed 
the broiling plains of Persia, and Bactria’s 
walled towns. The Medes then, their freezing       
Mwinters,  
then opulent Arabia and down  
along the bitter, salt-sea coast of Asia
where Hellenes and barbarians mingle.

Maybe there’s a deep cultural memory record-
ed here, the creeping progress of vines. But may-
be there’s also a common personal memory. Why 
new? Because we remember our first drink. Why 
foreign? Because enough drinks make us foreign 
to ourselves. And no one has captured that sense 
of strangeness better than Euripides, whose great-
est tragedy imagined a time before history when 
intoxication simply appeared one day in a sober 
world, like a dangerous half-god who has just 
danced into town. I’m sure it’s a coincidence that 
I learned about The Bacchae at just about the same 

time as I learned how to drink. But I’m fortunate 
I did.

Across the street from me is another place 
where drinking is new. Many of the freshmen who 
wheeled their things across Broadway and into the 
Columbia dorms just a few months ago brought 
some experience of drinking with them—but prob-
ably not in the volume or freedom that started for 
them this fall. Universities’ engagement with these 
things is mostly limited to fear of 18-year-olds 
drinking themselves into the hospital. But fear 
blinds: How to be intoxicated—not just with al-
cohol, but with politics, religion, sex, or any of the 
other kinds of drunkenness that are part of being 
young—is as much a practice to be learned as any 
other skill taught in the curriculum, and yet it’s 
one that’s almost always taught by accident.

When colleges pick the one book that every 
new student should read (as they increasingly do 
through required summer reading programs), they 
tend to choose something of the recent-social-ills 
variety. One study found that 97 percent of those 
common readings come from 1990 or later. There’s 
value, certainly, in many of those choices. But 
colleges should consider the value in The Bacchae, 
something much older and, in its way, much more 
uncomfortable. Euripides’ play still matters after 
some 2,500 years because it is the product of a cul-
ture and a poet who were far better than we are at 
imagining themselves into a time when drunken-
ness was new. There’s a refusal in this play to take 
intoxication for granted. There is an insistence, in-
stead, on seeing it as literally awesome—wonderful 
and frightening—in a way that seems to join our 
own adolescence and the far-off adolescence of our 
culture.

As Euripides tells it, Dionysus is not a 
god who offers friendship; he is a god who 
demands recognition. He owns a famil-

iar kind of divine insecurity (compare the God 
of the Hebrew Bible, so obsessed with ensuring 
that everyone in a radius of hundreds of miles will 
“know that I am the Lord”). Dionysus, too, needs 

How to Be Intoxicated
By ROB GOODMAN

OPINION
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it known that “I am truly god,” and so he has re-
turned to his birthplace after a life of exile that 
has left him more alien than Greek. He has come 
back to the city of Thebes, where his mother’s fam-
ily still believes that he is a human bastard rather 
than the son of Zeus. In the foreground, his moth-
er’s tomb is still smoldering: She was destroyed in 
lightning as she gave birth, and the grave goes on 
smoking through everything that follows, a visible 
token, writes Martha Nussbaum, “of a contact be-
tween civilized human life and what is other than, 
outside of, civilization.”

The Bacchae begins with madness in Thebes. In 
the town below, the god’s horde of dancing follow-
ers shatters the peace; on the mountain above, 
the town’s women have been struck by what looks 
like insanity, “stung by Dionysus, from them-
selves.” The words Euripides puts in their mouths 
are hallucinatory: “The earth flows, flows beneath 
us, then / milk flows, and wine flows / and nectar 
flows, like flame, / like the fire.”

The beardless young man who comes out of the 
town citadel to stand against Dionysus is Pen-
theus, the newly crowned king of Thebes. He is 
the god’s cousin on the human side of the family, 
though he refuses to acknowledge their kinship. 
He is also, as one translator noted, the age of a col-
lege freshman. He is new to manhood and new to 
authority, and he wears both uneasily. He speaks 
the language of obsessive control, over himself and 
others. “I’ll track them down, all of them,” he blus-
ters about the women. “I’ll have them all in cages.” 

Of all the kinds of authority that Dionysus has 
deranged, it’s control over women that most dom-
inates the young king’s mind. Again and again, 
in his increasingly feverish sobriety, he imagines 
how “they fill great bowls of wine, then they creep 
into the bushes and lie down for lusting men.” “I 
can see them now, in the bushes,” he tells Diony-
sus, “little birds, trapped in the toils of love.” He is 
captivated and repulsed by alcohol, women, and 
sex—he can’t keep the three distinct in his mind—
especially by the fear and the wish that sex might 
be happening outside his own strictures, outside 
the right angles of the city and its walls. (A re-
port from the mountain reveals, unsurprisingly, 
that the sex is happening only in Pentheus’ imag-
ination.) He wants to stop it, to crush it with his 
army; he wants to join it, to see it with his own 
eyes. He wants to not be himself.

And that is what the god offers him. Under the 
thin pretext of strategy—Pentheus should gath-
er intelligence on the women before he destroys 
them—Dionysus promises to dress him up as a 
woman and smuggle him into their midst. After a 
bit of prodding, Pentheus exits with the god, and 
when he returns, he is smashed (a good time to re-
call that our metaphors for this sort of thing bear 
more truth than we think). Pentheus sees two suns 
and two cities, he sees Dionysus changing shape 

from a man to a horned animal, and he stands un-
steadily in his full-length dress and wig. The scene 
isn’t meant to be played for comedy: What we and 
Dionysus know, but the king doesn’t, is that he is 
also being dressed as a human sacrifice.

And this, by the way, is another reason to read 
old books: Just when the play is most likely to of-
fend us moderns—in the suggestion that a man 
is humiliated by being dressed as a woman—it’s 
also at its most interesting. Here is a standing re-
minder that “progressive” and “regressive” fail to 
come in neat boxes. On the one hand, we have one 
of the oldest portrayals of political repression as 
tied to the repression of women’s sexuality, along 
with Euripides’ insight that the men demand-
ing that repression are terrified. On the other, 
we have his sneaking suspicion that the terrified 
king is right: Intoxication, in this play, does turn 
a man into a woman; it does turn a Greek into a 
barbarian. I can only suggest that the playwright 
is falling here into the same error that he wants 
to attribute to the king. In those moments when 
he paints intoxication as something fit only for 
women and men who have “become” women, he 
is thinking like Pentheus, a young man who can 
imagine drunkenness only as something that de-
stroys a specific kind of manliness, as a cataclys-
mic force that threatens to wipe out his identity 
for good and all. At its best, I think the play can 
tell us something more humane than that.

What Euripides gets exactly right is a kind of 
drunken fear that our own memories of adoles-
cence tend to edit out. It’s only old people who say 
that young people feel “invincible”; it takes a writer 
of some wisdom to see that youth looks invincible 
only in retrospect, from the outside. And yes, Dio-
nysus is still the god of this fear. Here’s what David 
Foster Wallace wrote about his time teaching col-
lege English:

You think it’s a coincidence that it’s in col-
lege that most Americans do their most se-
rious falling-down drinking and drugging 
and reckless driving … and mindless general 
Dionysian-type reveling? It’s not. They’re ad-
olescents, and they’re terrified, and they’re 
dealing with their terror in a distinctively 
American way. Those naked boys hanging 
upside down out of their frat-house’s win-
dows on Friday night are simply trying to 
get a few hours’ escape from the stuff that 
any decent college has forced them to think 
about all week.

I’d add only that this is all something more than 
distinctively American. Think of what Pentheus 
is forced to think about. All of his certainties have 
fallen to pieces: Of course he wants to go to pieces 
himself.

When the king re-enters, it is as a basket of 
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limbs. He has been torn apart by the Bacchae on 
the mountain—including, horribly, his own moth-
er—who imagined together that he was a wild lion. 
Dionysus appears one more time to justify himself: 
“I am a god!” The king’s grandfather answers—and 
at that moment of confronting the power that has 
destroyed his family, he is more godlike than the 
god himself—“Gods should not resemble mortals.”

But, of course, Dionysus does. The god will not 
stay still. He looks both male and female, both 
alien and native, both man-shaped and animal: At 
the height of his drunkenness, Pentheus says, “the 
double horns sprouting on your forehead: were you 
an animal before, the way now you’re a bull?” And 
just as Dionysus is a kind of walking blur, he dis-
solves the lines that keep one human personality 
distinct from another. This is why, in The Bacchae, 
intoxicated people claim that the god has freed 
them, and sober people claim that the god wants 
to destroy them. Of course, he wants both. His 
worshipers sing, “I have soared and soar, still, for 
[him], in / the labor, difficult, difficult and sweet, 
the / sweet, exacting labor of exalting him, of cry-
ing / out for him”—and they sing that he “joyfully 
devours the living flesh.” He says himself that he is 
the “fiercest and most sweet” of all the gods.

He is telling the truth. In all of the flux, the sin-
gle lasting fact about Dionysus remains the one 
with which the play started: He demands recog-
nition. This is not, in the world of the play, some-
thing to celebrate or mourn, it just is. It is a fact 
about the world. Pentheus is a young man who 
tries to live against that fact, and living against it 
tears him apart. 

This is not the kind of cautionary tale about 
drinking that we’re used to, nor is it the familiar 
reverse-cautionary tale of the Puritan hypocrite. It 
is harder than those. It’s a story about lives so at-
tached to control that the smallest loss of control 
destroys them. Against the happily paradoxical 
god, Pentheus is a man of certainties and fear. Of 
course he gets smashed offstage, hidden from ev-
eryone but the god—have you noticed how much 
of that fearful kind of drinking happens in dark 
rooms? There is no middle ground for him: He can 
conceive of intoxication (of whatever kind) only as 
a thing that destroys. When intoxication inevita-
bly comes, then, it comes in its destructive aspect, 
Dionysus as the devourer of flesh rather than the 
bringer of peace. And I can’t read about Pentheus 
without thinking of myself at his age, and about 
the students across the street: Which of their proj-
ects of self-control and risk-aversion will turn brit-
tle and come apart at the lightest touch? Which of 
them will drink for fear instead of joy?

But in the more hopeful words of the god’s fol-
lowers, there is the possibility that we can live with 

the grain of his fact about the world. The best hope 
of The Bacchae is not that we can escape intoxica-
tion in all of its forms, but that we can manage it: 
That applied insanity can keep us sane, open to 
others, open to wonder—which is, as Plato taught, 
the beginning of wisdom. 

Plato was about the age of Pentheus when The 
Bacchae premiered, and he could well have been in 
the audience. He seems to have been channeling 
the play when he taught that “in reality, the great-
est of blessings come to us through madness, when 
it is sent as a gift of the gods.” And yet that qualifi-
er is crucial: Sometimes madness is a saving gift; 
and sometimes it is just madness. We disorder 
our brains to keep them in order, with no promise 
from anyone that this time it will work. All intoxi-
cation happens on the edge of a knife, and The Bac-
chae is too honest to tell us otherwise.

SO The Bacchae is a tragedy. And though our 
talk about intoxication is usually limited to 
the cautionary tale or the drinking song, one 

extreme or another, it is tragedy that is exactly the 
right register for talking about these things. Not 
because intoxication is tragic. Not because trag-
edy means “a bad thing happened”—many bad 
things happen that are not tragic, and some tragic 
things happen that fill our hearts with more than 
grief. But because tragedy so often happens on 
the ground where irreconcilables collide, and we 
are forced to choose even in the sure and certain 
knowledge that all of our choices are flawed. There 
is a kind of life so closed to intoxication that, even 
if it could be lived out successfully, would be a con-
stant loss; and there is the openness that brings 
no guarantees. As Nussbaum puts it, The Bacchae 
teaches us that “any reasonably rich and complete 
life, sexual or social, is lived in a complex tension 
between control and yielding, risking always the 
loss of order.”

How to live inside this tension, how to man-
age intoxication, is one of the hardest lessons that 
mark adulthood. It’s also one of the richest. It’s 
work for the brain and not just the gullet. To di-
vorce that kind of lesson from what’s taught and 
learned in college is to drive a wedge between 
what we know and who we are: to relegate think-
ing about the latter to the world of horrible skits 
at orientation and Afterschool Specials, or just to 
leave it unthought as we go on accumulating in-
formation. Yet thinking together about how to be 
adults in the world is “sweet, exacting labor,” if 
anything is. 

Rob Goodman, co-author of Rome’s Last Citizen 
(Thomas Dunne Books, 2012), is a Ph.D. student in 
political science at Columbia University.

Originally published on December 5, 2014
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6 Campuses and the Booze 
That Surrounds Them

 

By ANU NARAYANSWAMY and JUSTIN MYERS

While drinking among college students, both underage and over 21, is common on campuses across the country, 
each institution faces its own set of circumstances. Some are surrounded by bars; at others, students throw house 
parties. To greater and lesser extents, some colleges work with their local communities to control drinking and keep 
students safe.

The Chronicle used alcohol-licensing data from more than 30 states to plot the locations of bars, restaurants, and 
stores where alcohol is sold. See the drinking geography for six campuses and read how each college handles its 
drinking culture.

U. of Georgia
About 60 places to drink within one-fourth mile

 
Students have plenty of options for buying alcohol

near the university. But the highest density of bars—more
than 50—can be found around the north end of campus.
In the 1980s, the university doubled down on excessive 

drinking in the Greek system, pushing students
to off-campus bars. Because Georgia state law 

gives the university police jurisdiction within 
500 yards of campus, the officers work in tandem 

with the local police to patrol the area. 
Both the university and county are strict on underage 

drinking, not merely issuing citations but arresting 
anyone under the age 21 caught with alcohol.

Students operate Designated Dawgs, a service that 
offers free rides home for students on Thursday and Friday 

nights, no questions asked. Its budget comes from 
local businesses such as Leon Farmer & Company, 

a beer distributor, and from the university’s 
Parents and Families Association.

U. of Wisconsin at Madison
About 70 places to drink within one-fourth mile

Clustered mostly on the east side of campus, places to 
get a drink engulf the university. Four years ago, the city 
prohibited new bars in the downtown area by issuing the 
Alcohol Density Licensing Ordinance. The measure was 
based on research suggesting a correlation between alco-
hol consumption and crime.

The ordinance failed to have the intended effect on 
crime, so parts of it were lifted this year. While there’s 
still a restriction on the number of bars downtown, the 
city will now allow new businesses like arcades and movie 
theaters to open. “The real problem,” says Sarah A. Van 
Orman, executive director of University Health Services, 
was that the downtown area “was already saturated with 
bars.”

To help manage drinking among students, the univer-
sity has a representative on the local Alcohol Licensing 
Review Committee, to work with bar owners to prevent un-
derage drinking and limit enticements like drink specials.
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Pennsylvania State U.
About 15 places to drink within one-fourth mile

 
A lot of drinking at Penn State revolves around sporting events. 

On game days, popular bars like Otto’s Pub and Brewery tend to do 
brisk business, despite being more than two miles from the campus. The 

university has worked closely with local businesses to try 
to control the fallout. Negotiations among students, campus officials, 

and bar owners, for example, led to incentives for bars not to sell 
alcohol on “State Patty’s Day,” an alternative to St. Patrick’s Day, 

says Damon Sims, vice president for student affairs.

U. of California at Santa Barbara
About 10 places to drink within one-fourth mile

 
With few bars nearby, students at Santa Barbara mostly drink at 

house parties.
“It depends on the age,” says Melissa Boomer, a junior. “Students of 

all ages drink, she says, “but once they are of legal age, they go down-
town.” They often take the “drunk-bus,” a privately run shuttle that picks 
students up two blocks from the campus. University and local police col-
laborate for celebrations like Halloween and “Deltopia,” a spring-break 
party that turned violent this year.

Syracuse U.
About 15 places to drink within one-fourth mile

Syracuse has relatively few bars within walking distance 
of the campus. Drinking is more centered around 
fraternities and off-campus houses, enough that 

Syracuse is the reigning No. 1 party school, 
according to The Princeton Review.

Drinking is an important part of the culture, says Emma Edwards, a 
senior. “It’s not the only thing people do, but a high priority 

among some is to get drunk over the weekend.” Within a mile 
of campus, more than three dozen stores sell alcohol.

Until last semester, students would congregate 
at an off-campus housing complex, Castle Court. But this fall 

the administrations of the university and housing complex 
agreed to end the parking-lot parties, to much protest.

U. of Nebraska at Lincoln
About 100 places to drink within one-fourth mile

 
Beverages are sold and served in a cluster just south of Nebraska’s 

flagship campus. For about 20 years, the university has worked with the 
local government, the police, and a community coalition called the Re-
sponsible Hospitality Council to spot problems and improve safety. The 
council distributes data from a local detox center on where patients had 
their last drink. The university’s comprehensive approach is considered 
a national model.

Originally published on December 1, 2014
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The Case of the 
‘Stupid Drunk’

ANDREW SHURTLEFF, ZUMAPRESS.COM, NEWSCOM 

Alcohol figured prominently in the life of George Huguely V, who was convicted of killing his onetime girlfriend. His friends at the U. of 
Virginia worried about his excessive drinking but did not interfere.

W
e know him all too well. We see 
him in class, on the field, at the 
bar, and in our living rooms. He’s 
the “stupid drunk.”

Recently Francis McQ. Law-
rence, a defense lawyer, used those words to de-
scribe his client George Huguely V, a former stu-
dent at the University of Virginia. Last week a jury 
convicted Mr. Huguely of second-degree murder, 
and sentenced him to 26 years in prison for the 
death of Yeardley Love, his onetime girlfriend, in 

2010, days before both were to graduate.
The verdict followed a two-week trial in which 

alcohol played a significant role. Mr. Huguely’s sto-
ry reveals the awful paradox of heavy drinking: 
Even as it unleashes terrible behavior in one man, 
it so often turns his friends into bystanders, un-
willing or unable to help, assuming that they even 
see a problem at all.

On May 2, 2010, Mr. Huguely drank—a lot—in 
the company of others, according to trial testimo-
ny. He started drinking in the morning and then 

By ERIC HOOVER
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went golfing with some teammates and their fa-
thers. He continued drinking on a golf course, 
where he became incoherent. He drank more at 
dinner with his father and his teammates. He 
drank more with his friends back at his apart-
ment.

After kicking his way through Ms. Love’s door 
later that night, Mr. Huguely told police that he 
had grabbed her neck, shaken her, and wres-
tled her to the floor. She hit her head against a 
wall, he said. She was bleeding, but alive, he said, 
when he left her apartment. Prosecutors argued 
that Mr. Huguely intended to kill Ms. Love; the 
defense countered that he had “contributed” to 
her death, but that he had neither killed her nor 
intended to do so.

In Ms. Love’s bedroom, investigators found a 
letter Mr. Huguely had sent to Ms. Love follow-
ing an earlier incident in which he put her in a 
chokehold. “Alcohol is ruining my life,” it said. 
“I’m scared to know that I can get that drunk to 
the point where I cannot control how I act.”

Mr. Lawrence paint-
ed Mr. Huguely as the 
lesser of two mon-
sters—a big-time booz-
er, a rock-head who 
played lacrosse, but 
not a calculating kill-
er. This was a desper-
ate tactic, but not a 
surprising one. Pros-
ecutors had sought a 
first-degree murder 
conviction, and in Vir-
ginia intoxication can 
be used as a defense 
against premeditated 
murder. In the end, al-
cohol did not absolve 
Mr. Huguely, but it al-
most certainly limited 
his punishment.

Throughout the trial, the defense sought to put 
Mr. Huguely’s behavior into some kind of con-
text, to render the world he inhabited as a booze-
soaked barrel of misbehavior. During the trial, 
Mr. Lawrence described the neighborhood where 
Mr. Huguely and Ms. Love resided as a “twen-
ty-something ghetto” and a “lacrosse ghetto,” and 
a “student ghetto.” The G-word, loaded like few 
others in the vernacular, played on a widespread 
perception of colleges.

“The lawyers correctly intuited that jurors 
around the country are looking at college culture 
and saying it’s a sleaze pit,” says Peter F. Lake, 
director of the Center for Excellence in Higher 
Education Law and Policy at Stetson University. 
“The idea that people get influenced by their en-
vironment, or that the environment accelerates 

the crime, if you get that into their heads, it can 
influence their thinking. It suggests to them that 
he’s a victim of the culture he was in.”

BOOZE AND BYSTANDERS

In the end, nobody called Mr. Huguely a victim. 
One juror told The Washington Post that he found 
the defense’s closing argument (which included 
the “stupid drunk” phrase) offensive: The lawyer 
“was basically saying boys will be boys. I don’t 
think that’s an excuse.”

As unpalatable as this narrative might seem, 
however, it reminds us that Mr. Huguely had an 
audience when he held a bottle. His drinking and 
his recklessness were no mystery to those around 
him. During the trial, friends and teammates tes-
tified that they had noticed Mr. Huguely’s drink-
ing become more and more intense during his se-
nior year, and that he was getting wasted several 
times a week. Some friends and teammates said 
that just before Ms. Love’s death, they had dis-

cussed holding an inter-
vention for Mr. Huguely.

Like many colleges, 
Virginia has embraced 
“bystander intervention” 
programs, which train 
students how to recog-
nize signs of problems 
in their peers, and how 
to handle difficult con-
versations that often 
follow a confrontation. 
“It’s easy to judge college 
students, but even when 
they’re seeing some-
thing, it’s hard to act,” 
says Susan Bruce, direc-
tor of substance-abuse 
prevention at Virginia.

Moreover, students 
who drink heavily might 

hesitate to say something about a friend’s drink-
ing for fear that they will sound like hypocrites. 
Students often regret not acting, but some who 
have acted are stung by the memory of doing so. 
“We have college students who say, We don’t speak 
up anymore because they lost a good friend in 
high school” after confronting them, Ms. Bruce 
says. “They may lack the skills that come with an 
understanding of the psychology” of drinking.

To give students those skills, Virginia adopt-
ed the Step UP! program several years ago. The 
program was designed to help students talk effec-
tively to someone who’s struggling, with alcohol 
or anything else, and learn how to best express 
their concern and their commitment to help. Pre-
viously, only athletes received this intervention 
training, which was developed at the University of 

“We don’t want 
students

to feel that they 
are or have

to be responsible 
for others’
behaviors.”
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Arizona. Following Ms. Love’s death, a student-led 
group has helped expand the program to nonath-
letes.

Ms. Bruce believes the program has great prom-
ise, but she describes bystander intervention as a 
delicate issue. “We don’t want students to feel that 
they are or have to be responsible for others’ be-
haviors,” she says. “These are very difficult things 
to ask of anyone. We focus a lot on bystanders, but 
we don’t want to blame the bystander either. We 
really walk a line.”

That line can be hard to see. As an undergrad-
uate student at Virginia, I once helped carry a 
friend, half-conscious and full of bourbon, up to 
his room after a party. Eventually, this scene be-
came routine. A small group of us would take off 
our friend’s shoes and tuck him into bed, rolling 
him on to his side so he would not choke on his 
vomit. He lost control of his Fridays and Satur-
days, and, ultimately, everything else. He started 
throwing drunken punches at strangers. Some-
times, in his stupor, he peed his pants.

We worried about him, we lectured him, but we 

did little else. Not because we didn’t care about 
him, but because we didn’t know what to do. Also, 
we were scared. Not so much of getting him in 
trouble as of alienating him to the point that he 
would push away those of us who, in our own lim-
ited way, looked after him when the music stopped 
and the bars shut down. He was one of the smart-
est guys I ever met; he was also a stupid drunk just 
like Mr. Huguely.

Make no mistake. Last week’s verdict was about 
a young woman who died and a young man who, 
even if he did not intend to snuff out her life, be-
haved violently, shamefully, and, perhaps, unfor-
givably. That’s why he will most likely stay behind 
bars for the next two decades.

But what of the “stupid drunk” who’s still out 
there, walking the campus, walking the town? 
Wherever he goes, we can bet there are friends and 
roommates, girlfriends and boyfriends, parents 
and teammates, orbiting him closely, day after day, 
week after week, almost saying something, almost 
doing something, or almost thinking something’s 
wrong. What do we call them?

Originally published on February 26, 2012
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A
t the beginning of every academic year, college fresh-
men are quickly introduced to two hallmarks of campus 
social life, drinking and hooking up.

But while statistics show that alcohol and sex can be 
a dangerous combination—at least half of students in-

volved in alleged sexual assaults were drinking—campus officials are 
reluctant to put the two in the same sentence.

“The discussion of alcohol and sexual violence is the third rail of 
discourse,” says Christopher P. Krebs, a senior social-science research-
er for the company RTI International who has studied the effects of 
alcohol on sexual assault. “It’s something no one wants to go near.”

Why Campuses Can’t Talk 
About Alcohol When It 
Comes to Sexual Assault

By ROBIN WILSON

TAMIKA MOORE FOR THE CHRONICLE

Administrators fear that if sexual-assault prevention programs focus on how much students drink, victims 
will be blamed—and blame themselves.
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Preventing sexual assault is at the top of the 
agenda on many campuses, but the people in 
charge of keeping students safe feel they can’t say 
much about alcohol, even though it is a common 
element in many incidents. In discussing the dan-
gers of sexual assault, administrators fear that if 
they counsel students to drink less, young women 
who get drunk and are assaulted will be blamed—
and blame themselves. They may then not report 
the attacks to their colleges, and not get the help 
they need.

“The first things we hear are ‘What was she 
wearing?’ and ‘How much alcohol did she drink?’” 
says Darcie Folsom, director of sexual-violence 
prevention and advocacy at Connecticut College. 
“But those are not causing a sexual assault to hap-
pen. The perpetrator is the problem here.” As part 
of a separate effort, Ms. Folsom says, the direc-
tor of wellness at the college already talks to stu-
dents—most of whom are underage—about high-
risk drinking.

A former college president discovered last 
month just how volatile it can be to relate alcohol 
and sexual assault. Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, 
president emeritus of George Washington Univer-
sity, suggested as a guest on a National Public Ra-
dio show that college women could protect them-
selves by drinking less. The remarks caused an im-
mediate uproar on GW’s campus and beyond.

“While we understand the desire to help women 
stay safe, this perspective puts the onus of stopping 
sexual assault on women,” students in the Tracht-
enberg School of Public Policy and Public Admin-
istration wrote in a letter to the former president. 
“It also does not work.”

Mr. Trachtenberg says he was chastened by the 
negative reaction but surprised that counseling 
sobriety could be so controversial. “Someone who 
is drunk,” he wrote in response to the students, “is 
more vulnerable to attack.”

ENFORCING THE TABOO

In the past year, colleges have come under in-
creasing pressure to properly deal with reports of 
sexual assault. They have a legal obligation to re-
solve such reports promptly and fairly, penalizing 
those found responsible. If the institutions mis-
handle the reports, they may be found in violation 
of the gender-equity law known as Title IX, ac-
cording to the U.S. Department of Education.

As a result, many campuses are going on the of-
fensive—offering educational programs, often on-
line courses, that warn about the dangers of sexual 
assault and tell students how to prevent it. Soon, 
under new federal regulations, such training will 
be mandatory.

But most programs don’t focus on students’ de-
cisions, including how much to drink. One reason 
is that, for 15 years, the Department of Justice has 

run a grant program that serves as a major source 
of funds to colleges developing resources for sexu-
al-assault prevention. Campus efforts considered 
“out of scope” for the grants include programs that 
“focus primarily on alcohol and substance abuse,” 
the grant program says online. It points adminis-
trators away from an emphasis on “changing vic-
tim behavior.”

Kathleen A. Bogle learned that alcohol could be 
off limits when she tried to deliver a talk several 
years ago called “Hooking Up, Alcohol, and Sex-
ual Assault: Understanding the Connections and 
Reducing the Problem.” It was for a meeting spon-
sored by the Justice Department’s Office on Vio-
lence Against Women, and federal officials asked 
Ms. Bogle, an associate professor of sociology and 
criminal justice at La Salle University, to remove 
the word “alcohol” from the title. Focusing on how 
much students drink, they said, leads to blaming 
victims.

“This starts to censor how we can talk about the 
issue,” says Ms. Bogle. “I don’t think you are doing 
young women any favors by saying, We’re not go-
ing to tell you that this happens—and be careful 
about it.”

Most sexual assaults happen after women vol-
untarily consume alcohol; relatively few occur af-
ter they have been given alcohol or drugs without 
their knowledge, according to an article in the 
Journal of American College Health in 2009 by 
Mr. Krebs and other researchers. Yet sexual-as-
sault-prevention programs, it says, “seldom em-
phasize the important link between women’s use 
of substances … and becoming a victim of sexual 
assault.”

But some form of that message could help, An-
tonia Abbey, a professor of social psychology at 
Wayne State University who studies violence 
against women, has argued. “The fact that wom-
en’s alcohol consumption may increase their like-
lihood of experiencing sexual assault does not 
make them responsible for the man’s behavior,” she 
wrote in an article in 2002 in the Journal of Stud-
ies on Alcohol. “Being intoxicated allows women to 
let down their guard and focus on their desire to 
have fun and be liked rather than on their person-
al safety,” she wrote. “Such information may em-
power women when used in prevention programs.”

On most campuses, however, education about 
sexual violence does not center on how students 
can lower their risk of assault by changing their 
own behavior. “What we steer our campuses away 
from is anything that says someone experienced 
gender violence because they had been drinking,” 
says Joan Masters, coordinator of a statewide co-
alition of colleges in Missouri called Partners in 
Prevention. “Even if a student is sitting in a resi-
dence-hall room, gender violence can happen to 
them.”

Instead, many campus programs focus on “by-
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stander intervention,” or teaching students how 
they can help their friends stay safe at parties and 
in other situations. It’s an easier message for stu-
dents to hear, say campus administrators, and 
doesn’t result in blaming those who get drunk and 
are assaulted.

“They are taught to notice when something 
might be harmful to their friends and distract 
someone and get them away,” says Ms. Masters. 
“Part of the conversation is ‘We need to keep our 
friends safe,’ and by doing that, we also learn how 
to keep ourselves safe.”

The importance of gaining consent in sexu-
al encounters is another point campus programs 
stress. “As far as assault prevention, we want to 
think about understanding what consent is, and 
that a person has the right to deny consent in a 
situation,” says Connie J. Kirkland, manager of 
the sexual-assault services program at Northern 
Virginia Community College. “If somebody push-
es the limits, that is the time to get out of Dodge 
or ask for help.”

When campus officials do warn students about 
the role of alcohol in sexual assault, they frequent-
ly describe how a perpetrator may use it to whee-
dle consent out of a victim, or to get her too drunk 
to defend herself.

“Sexual predators weaponize alcohol,” explains 
Peter F. Lake, director of the Center for Excellence 
in Higher Education Law and Policy at Stetson 
University. “Your typical sexual predator will stage 
an attack and place alcohol where it’s heavily cam-
ouflaged, in sweet drinks.”

‘SELF-INFLICTED’ FEAR

While administrators see it as their job to help 
shape students’ social behavior, undergraduates 
are hardly a blank slate when they come to col-
lege. Most have already absorbed messages about 
alcohol and sex—from parents, high-school health 
teachers, friends, and the media.

Ayushi Roy, who graduated in May from Colum-

bia University, says her parents warned her before 
her freshman year to be careful about drinking—
and she was. “I was a very square, obedient child,” 
she says. “I went from a California suburb to the 
middle of New York City. I was hyper-aware of my 
environment and very cautious.”

But she grew to resent feeling as if she had 
to monitor her behavior because of what oth-
ers might do to her, says Ms. Roy, a volunteer for 
Know Your IX, a network of self-identified survi-
vors and allies. “The cost of any form of self-polic-
ing—not walking alone in the dark, watching what 
you drink and what you wear—is that you live un-
der a self-inflicted form of fear,” she says. “You are 
living in this fear that drinking or letting yourself 
go is a bad thing.”

Her friend and classmate Marybeth Seitz-
Brown agrees. “All of this sends the message that 
it’s the responsibility of women not to get raped,” 
she says, “rather than the responsibility of every-
one not to hurt other people.”

But some students are willingly vigilant. An-
gela Acosta, who graduated in May from George 
Mason University, says she was careful “never to 
go to the extreme that I couldn’t talk, walk, or do 
anything” when it came to drinking. “My parents 
made sure I knew my limits,” she says, “and how 
important that was. They said, ‘You will lose con-
trol over yourself, and you need to keep yourself 
safe, especially if you are in an environment you 
aren’t familiar with.’”

That’s just good advice, says Caroline Kitch-
ens, a 2012 graduate of Duke University who now 
writes about sexual assault as a senior research 
associate at the American Enterprise Institute. 
“In a perfect world, women would be able to do 
whatever they want,” she says. But the world isn’t 
perfect. “There are always evil people out there, 
people who want to take advantage of women,” she 
says. “If they exist, we have to practice some com-
mon-sense risk reduction.”

It’s too bad, she says, campuses aren’t delivering 
that message.

Originally published on September 4, 2014
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Despite Alcohol 
Crackdown, 

the Party Goes On 
By ROBIN WILSON

E
arly this semester, Jonathan C. Gi-
bralter traveled to Washington, D.C., 
to accept an award for cracking down 
on student drinking at Frostburg State 
University. But within days, Mr. Gibral-

ter, Frostburg’s president, was already wondering 
whether he should give it back.

The night after Mr. Gibralter returned from 
Washington, a Frostburg freshman landed in the 
hospital with alcohol poisoning. The 18-year-old 
had been drinking Everclear grain alcohol mixed 
with juice at an off-campus party and nearly died.

“I actually had the feeling I didn’t deserve the 
award,” says Mr. Gibralter, who was chosen over 17 
other college presidents for the national honor be-
stowed by higher-education associations and an-
ti-drinking organizations.

What happened at Frostburg illustrates how dif-
ficult it is to wipe out dangerous drinking on col-
lege campuses even when the president makes it a 
top priority. Since Mr. Gibralter came to this ru-
ral campus in the Appalachians two years ago, he 
has tried to erase its party-school image. He has 
cracked down on boisterous off-campus parties, 
reached out to city police — who have stepped up 
their patrols — and written letters to parents and 
students about the problem. His goal is to reduce 
underage and binge drinking.

“I’m not a vigilante against alcohol,” he says. “I 
just don’t want a student to die.”

Students here are well aware of Mr. Gibralter’s 
campaign. But they say that while they may be qui-
eter now about their partying — holding smaller 
gatherings with friends as opposed to big, open-
door bashes — they are drinking just as much as 
they ever have. Alcohol, they say, is simply part of 
college life. And they doubt that President Gibral-
ter or anyone else can do much to change that.

“It used to be you’d pay $3 at the door and in five 
minutes, you were down drinking in the basement,” 
says Andrew, a senior, explaining the house-party 
scene before Mr. Gibralter became president. “Now, 

at parties you only let in people you know. If kids 
are looking to have fun and drink, they’re gonna do 
it whatever way is possible.”

THET’BURG

Frostburg is one of 11 four-year colleges in the 
University System of Maryland. Known to stu-
dents as “the ‘Burg,” it is a campus that many have 
chosen as a last resort, when their grades and 
standardized-test scores haven’t been good enough 
to qualify them for the state’s flagship, the Univer-
sity of Maryland at College Park.

Located less than a mile off Interstate 68, which 
runs through rural western Maryland and on into 
West Virginia, Frostburg sits at an elevation of 
2,070 feet and can get 50 inches of snow a year. 
Many of the students here are outdoor enthusi-
asts, and it isn’t unusual to see an undergraduate 
practicing his bow-hunting on a life-size replica of 
a deer.

Because of its remote location, though, students 
say there is not much to do at night besides party. 
The university, with its 5,215 students, is the big-
gest thing happening in the town. Pittsburgh, the 
nearest large city, is 100 miles away. There is a tiny 
movie theater here, a few stores on Main Street, 
and a half-dozen bars within walking distance of 
the campus.

The major social scene takes place on a few 
streets just off the campus, where most of the uni-
versity’s upperclassmen live in closely spaced rent-
al homes.

It was outside a party at one of those houses on 
Maple Street where a local man was nearly killed 
in September 2006, a month after Mr. Gibral-
ter began his presidency here. The 45-year-old 
man was walking home from work when he was 
punched in the face by a student who walked out 
of the party. The man fell backwards and smacked 
his head on the curb. He went to the hospital in 
critical condition, and for a while Mr. Gibralter 
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and others on the campus thought he might die.
The next weekend, local police raided another 

off-campus party that was overflowing with stu-
dents, issuing 86 citations for underage drinking.

Mr. Gibralter says he was stunned by the two 
incidents. He hadn’t known much about the par-
ty scene at Frostburg before he came. But he was 
haunted by the memory of a fatal alcohol-fueled 
incident in 1989.

Back then, he was an assistant professor of so-
cial science at the State University of New York 
A&T College at Morrisville, and his wife ran an 
alcohol-prevention program for students there. 
She told him that the college’s president needed to 
do something to stem student drinking or some-
one would die. Mr. Gibralter relayed her concerns 
to the president. But a few weeks later, one of Mr. 
Gibralter’s own students fatally slashed another 
student with a knife at an off-campus party where 
both of them had been drinking.

“I knew I would never see him again,” Mr. Gi-
bralter says of his student, “and his life would nev-
er be the same.”

ZERO TOLERANCE

Now that he is president of Frostburg, Mr. Gi-
bralter is determined not to let something like 
that happen on his watch. He admits that right 
after the incidents in September 2006, his first 
impulse was to make Frostburg alcohol-free. “I 
have the authority and the ability and the will to 
do that,” he says.

But he didn’t want to punish the entire student 
population because of the actions of a smaller 
number of students. And besides, he says, “I don’t 
believe that completely outlawing alcohol would 
change the situation for students who binge 
drink.”

In fact, some college presidents think the wis-
est move may be to lower the drinking age. More 
than 100 of them have joined a campaign called 
the Amethyst Initiative, saying colleges’ efforts 
to combat underage drinking just aren’t working 
and have actually encouraged “a culture of dan-
gerous, clandestine ‘binge drinking.’”

But Mr. Gibralter, who didn’t endorse the Am-
ethyst Initiative, says he isn’t ready to give up 
trying to combat underage drinking. After the 
incidents here in 2006, the president responded 
forcefully. He issued a “zero tolerance” policy for 
underage and binge drinking both on and off the 
campus.

And he held a universitywide forum to explain 
the policy, which states that all drinking infrac-
tions, even those that students commit off the 
campus, will be prosecuted through the campus’s 
judicial system, and that students’ parents will 
be informed. The university has stepped up com-
munication with local police so that, unlike in 

the past, it now learns of all off-campus infrac-
tions.

Students weren’t happy with the new rules, 
and one of them stood up during the forum to 
tell Mr. Gibralter so. “He said, ‘I came to Frost-
burg State because I knew it was OK to drink 
here, and if you are going to crack down on 
that, I’m going to leave and I’m going to tell my 
friends not to come here,’” the president remem-
bers. Mr. Gibralter says it took all his reserve not 
to respond: “There’s the door.”

The president also regularly talks to first-year 
students and their parents during freshmen ori-
entation. “I stand in front of them and say, This 
is what’s going to happen: 1,700 students na-
tionwide are going to die from alcohol abuse this 
year and are never going to come home.”

That kind of involvement by a president is un-
usual, and it is part of what won Mr. Gibralter 
the leadership award. But Brandon Busteed, 
founder of Outside the Classroom, a compa-
ny that combats high-risk drinking, and which 
helped sponsor the award, isn’t surprised that 
Frostburg still has trouble with alcohol. “Even on 
campuses that are doing some of the best work,” 
he says, “the issue is still such a big problem that 
all of us are a heartbeat away from potential di-
saster.”

PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE

Frostburg has seen some progress since Mr. Gi-
bralter took over as president. Off-campus alcohol 
citations have decreased by nearly 40 percent — 
from 245 in the 2006-7 academic year to 150 in 
2007-8. Administrators have successfully encour-
aged the local Liquor Control Board to pressure 
some bar owners to stop offering all-you-can-
drink specials.

And by working with law-enforcement and local 
civic groups, which now check with the university 
before agreeing to rent their buildings to Frost-
burg students for large parties, the university has 
been able to stop some beerfests before they begin.

The Chronicle did talk with some students who 
say they don’t spend their free time drinking. Me-
linda Croft is a senior and president of the Burg 
Peer Education Network, which promotes alterna-
tives to drinking. She turned 21 last month, and, 
like every year, she spent her birthday at a Denny’s 
restaurant, which serves no alcohol. She and her 
friends don’t need alcohol to have fun, she says: 
“We listen to music, watch movies, and just hang 
out.”

But Mr. Gibralter knows many students here 
aren’t like Ms. Croft. He is reminded of that every 
morning on his drive to the campus, where he sees 
beer cans overflowing in the trash bags outside 
homes on Bowery Street.

Earlier this semester, a Chronicle reporter spent 



a Thursday evening talking with students at their 
houses along Bowery Street and at the Acropolis 
Restaurant & Lounge, which locals call the Di-
amond Lounge, on Main Street. Although most 
agreed to give only their first names, they were 
open and friendly and eager to explain the effect 
they thought Mr. Gibralter’s campaign has had on 
their social lives.

Brent, who is in his fifth year as an undergradu-
ate at Frostburg, says he hasn’t changed his drink-
ing habits at all. And he offers a quick chronology 
of his day to prove it. He had a beer with his cere-
al at 9 a.m., he says, then watched Pure Country 
music videos on TV, then went to his first class of 
the day — advanced finance. At 12:30 he chugged 
a Keystone Light beer, then another, then went to 
a lab at 1 p.m. After that, he says, he downed six 
more beers before going to his advanced tax class 
at 3:30. In the early evening, he played Frisbeer, a 
drinking game. By the time Brent meets a Chron-
icle reporter around 7 p.m., he figures he has had 
around 16 beers and a whiskey drink.

While Brent is relating his day, Mark, a 22-year-
old wearing a black North Face jacket, is waiting 
to talk about an incident last spring that nearly got 
him kicked out of the university. Frostburg took 
students on a sightseeing trip to New York City, 
and on the bus ride there, Mark and a buddy each 
drank a fifth of vodka. In New York, he says, “we 
got off the bus and started buying beer and chug-
ging.” The young men proceeded to do the same 
on the way home until the bus driver, who had 
warned them to stop, pulled the vehicle over some-
where in Pennsylvania and called the police. Mark 
and his friend got off the bus and wandered into a 
neighborhood. (Mr. Gibralter remembers the inci-
dent well, including the telephone call he got at 3 
a.m., saying the young men were missing.) Mark is 
now on academic probation.

‘NEVER ANY BLOWOUTS’

While it is clear that drinking antics have con-
tinued even since Mr. Gibralter’s crackdown, some 
students here say some things have changed. It 
used to be, they say, that students would get fliers 
under their residence-hall doors advertising keg 
parties.

“You used to know where you were going to 
go party,” says Greg, who is wearing an Alaskan 
Brewing Company T-shirt and sitting on his porch 
when a Chronicle reporter comes by. “Everyone 
would be there, and you were pushing your way 
through to the beer. Now it’s word-of-mouth, and 

there are never any blowouts.”
Cops circle the neighborhood here in the eve-

nings — a police car goes by about every 10 to 15 
minutes while the reporter talks with students on 
Bowery. But the students say as long as they aren’t 
on the sidewalk or in the street with an open can 
of beer, the police won’t bother them.

“It’s not the keg sitting on the sidewalk any-
more,” says Mark, the student on academic proba-
tion. “It’s inside now, with the door closed.”

Students here acknowledge they drink a lot, but 
several contend it doesn’t jeopardize their academ-
ic work. “I have a 3.4, but I still have a really good 
time,” says Andrew, the 21-year-old senior who 
is sitting on his porch with friends. “I have a pa-
per due tomorrow for advanced English comp. I’ll 
write it tonight, in an hour or two.” Andrew and 
his friends offer the reporter a glass of orange soda 
and vodka while they talk, as country music plays 
in the background.

Up the hill on Main Street outside the Dia-
mond Lounge, three sophomore girls are standing 
around in short black dresses. They had gotten in-
side the bar earlier using fake ID’s.

Caroline, a 19-year-old blonde with a tongue 
stud, says she came to Frostburg knowing about 
its reputation. “In high school I partied,” she says. 
“That’s what I was used to.”

Her friend Kaila, a 19-year-old psychology ma-
jor, says she came to Frostburg from her home, 
in Baltimore, “because it was the farthest away I 
could get from home and still live in Maryland.”

But then Brittany, a 19-year-old business major, 
pipes up. She doesn’t want the reporter to think 
that she and her friends aren’t serious students. 
“We make sure drinking doesn’t affect our school-
work,” she says. “And we vote.” Kaila and Caroline 
agree. “I’m a great American girl,” adds Caroline.

On Thursday nights, the Diamond Lounge sells 
nine-ounce cups of beer for 10 cents each. Inside 
the bar, the basement is packed with students who 
have written their names in black marker on clear 
plastic cups. Chris, a 21-year-old business-market-
ing major, takes a look around and tells a reporter 
that about a quarter of the students he sees are un-
derage.

Since Mr. Gibralter came, says Chris, students 
at Frostburg have become smarter about drink-
ing. “Partying hasn’t stopped,” he says, “it’s just 
changed.” After all, the students who come to 
Frostburg “got just good-enough grades in high 
school to get by,” he says. “Those are the people 
who party, and those people are all here now.”

“Nobody will ever stop this.”

Originally published on December 5, 2008
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How One University 
Works Creatively to 

Fight Risky Drinking
By BETH MCMURTRIE

MARK KAUZLARICH FOR THE CHRONICLE

Police officers make their 
presence known outside 
bars near the campus 
of the U. of Missouri at 
Columbia. The university 
has met with bar owners 
regularly to try to cut down 
on underage drinking.
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T
rying to reduce high-risk drinking 
among college students is a never-end-
ing process. New freshmen arrive, hot 
spots change, staff members move on. 
All of that requires nimble thinking. 

While the University of Missouri at Columbia may 
not have solved the problem, its progress over time 
shows how years of dedication can pay off.

The campus has plenty of challenges: a 
hard-partying student body that rallies around 
athletics and fraternities, a thriving bar scene, and 
a lot of off-campus housing. In the past decade, en-
rollment has rocketed from 28,000 to more than 
35,000, driven mainly by undergraduates. Most of 
them live off campus, concentrated in newly built 
apartment complexes.

The university’s Greek system draws one in four 
students, and the Tigers’ move to the Southeastern 
Conference plus a winning football record have 
brought more fans to tailgates. Downtown Colum-
bia is another attraction, with dozens of bars and 
clubs within walking distance of the campus.

None of those elements are unique to Missouri. 
Most large public colleges are trying, to some ex-
tent, to limit dangerous drinking. They know the 
risks: poor academic performance, alcohol poison-
ing, accidents, sexual assault.

So how can a college really make a difference? 
Kim Dude, associate director of student life and 
head of the Wellness Resource Center at Missouri, 
has been asking that question for a very long time. 
She opened the center in 1990 on a shoestring 
budget. Focused on alcohol as well as areas like 
stress and sleep, it has grown, through grants and 
university support, to eight full-time staff mem-
bers and 12 graduate assistants. In recent years, 
the center and a much broader team of campus 
and community members have been able to reduce 
some risky behavior, like binge drinking, underage 
drinking, wild tailgates, and roaring neighborhood 
parties.

The university takes a carrot-and-stick ap-
proach, educating students on safe partying while 
increasing enforcement of laws and policies. Ms. 
Dude brings together disparate groups like the Co-
lumbia City Council, neighborhood residents, and 
police officers to tackle the complex problem. The 
athletic director calls her “a terrific head coach for 
all of us on campus.”

Ms. Dude is more measured. “None of this 
has ever been easy,” she says. “I have hit my head 
against the wall many times.”

THE BAR SCENE

One early failure paved the way to later success. 
In the early 1990s, Ms. Dude met with a group of 
local bar owners and asked them to limit cheap 
drink specials. Price floors would benefit every-
one, she said, with fewer intoxicated students, less 

police involvement, and more money for the bars.
The owners balked, telling her and the local 

press that she couldn’t run their businesses. “Kim 
took a lot of heat for what she did,” recalls Richard 
King, a longtime club owner in town. “The crazy 
thing about it is if anyone bothered to sit and lis-
ten to numbers she threw out, you’d be like, Wow.” 
But that sensible message got blurred, he says. “It 
sounded like: Shut down the party.”

Ms. Dude realized she needed to work on re-
lationships before regulation. So she formed the 
Access to Alcohol Action Team in 1995, drawing 
together administrators, campus and local police 
officers, business owners, and others. She began 
holding yearly meetings with bar and club owners. 
And she credits those relationships with some key 
changes.

The first was a reduction in the number of un-
derage students who got into bars. In 2005, four 
in 10 students surveyed said they got in under-
age because nobody had checked IDs. That figure 
dropped to one in 10 in 2011. It wasn’t just that 
more bar owners were paying attention; the police 
also stepped up enforcement, including compli-
ance checks.

Two years ago, the city council got behind one 
of Ms. Dude’s longstanding goals and began re-
quiring “mandatory server training” to help pre-
vent underage drinking and intoxication.

HOUSE PARTIES

With more students renting property, the uni-
versity hired its first full-time coordinator of 
off-campus student services, Dionne George, in 
2012. She acts as a liaison with apartment-com-
plex owners, who must abide by the university’s 
rules to appear at housing fairs or advertise in its 
off- campus-living magazine.

One of those rules is to stay in good standing 
with a nuisance- party ordinance the City Council 
enacted in 2006, another achievement of the al-
cohol team. Anyone who holds an out-of-control 
party can be fined $500 to $2,000, with second of-
fenders subject to higher amounts. Landlords are 
on the hook as well: If a tenant gets caught throw-
ing three nuisance parties within a certain peri-
od, their certificate of compliance can be revoked, 
leaving them unable to rent out that unit for up to 
a full year.

The number of nuisance-party violations peaked 
in 2010, at 208, says Officer Melvin Buckner, of the 
Columbia Police Department. Last year it fell to 
a low of 57. Some of that decline could be because 
students clustered in large complexes are less like-
ly to complain about their classmates than local 
homeowners might be, says Officer Buckner. But 
the fines are an important incentive, he thinks, to 
keep bad behavior at bay.

Apartment-complex owners with properties on 



other campuses tell Ms. George that Missouri is 
unusual in hiring a liaison. “The role that I play, 
most universities don’t have. So it’s awkward and 
almost intrusive,” she says with a laugh. “But I 
don’t care.”

TAILGATING

The athletic director, Mike Alden, remembers 
the day about 10 years ago when he was walking 
toward Faurot Field two hours before a football 
game, and streams of fans were headed in the 
opposite direction. That’s when he discovered 
Frat Pit.

Every big college seems to have such a thing: a 
field or parking lot taken over by tailgaters intent 
on having the longest, loudest, biggest party. Frat 
Pit had become a giant headache for the campus 
by then. Many of the revelers never even went to 
the game.

In 2007 the alcohol team put them on notice 
and invited in the media. The idea was to convince 
boosters, alumni, faculty members, and students 

that tailgating needed more oversight. It can be 
embarrassing to publicize bad behavior, says Mr. 
Alden, but “we had to allow that image that says, 
Man, this isn’t cool.”

When the university shut down the party, the 
drinking moved down the street, to Reactor Field. 
Officials cracked down there, too. “It was like a vi-
rus that was moving here, to here, to here,” Mr. Al-
den recalls.

Administrators and campus police officers 
worked for years to find the right approach. They 
made more rules, tinkered with the ones people 
found too restrictive, and promoted a more posi-
tive image of Missouri fans.

The alcohol team sent faculty and staff members 
out to monitor tailgates and put up placards high-
lighting survey findings, like that most fans have 
at most four drinks per game — “subliminal mes-
sages,” Mr. Alden says, to reinforce good behavior. 
(It’s a technique many colleges use, called social 
norming, to persuade students that binge drinking 
is not as common as they might think.)

Too few institutions try to regulate tailgating, 
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In downtown Columbia, just blocks from the U. of Missouri campus, an ambulance arrives outside a bar to take a young woman to 
the hospital while other partiers stream past.



says Mr. Alden, because they think it will drive 
people away. “Our attendance has never been high-
er, our fan base has never been better, our conces-
sion sales have never been better,” he says. “Don’t 
turn a blind eye to it, because I think all of us have 
a tendency to do that.”

REALITY CHECK

If all of that makes it sound as if Missouri has 
dangerous drinking under control, it doesn’t. Ms. 
Dude and her team would be the first to admit 
that. Yes, the share of students who say they reg-
ularly consume four to five drinks in a row — the 
definition of binge drinking — has declined from 
nearly 60 percent in 1990 to about 41 percent to-
day. But that means four in 10 students still drink 
a lot. Fraternity brothers party even harder: More 
than six in 10 regularly binge-drink. And about 10 
students each week, Ms. Dude says, end up in the 
emergency room with alcohol poisoning.

Downtown, penny pitchers and bottomless 
cups are as ubiquitous as ever. The City Council 
has yet to support restrictions on drink specials 
or caps on liquor licenses. At an alcohol summit 
Ms. Dude convened last spring, which brought 
together 100 people from the campus and com-
munity, one bar owner was overheard saying that 
he relies on underage women to keep his busi-
ness afloat, says Janna D. Basler, head of Greek 
life for the university.

Five years ago, the state slashed funding for the 
Division of Alcohol and Tobacco Control, essen-
tially turning over monitoring of bars and liquor 
stores to local law enforcement. The city police 
have had to rely on grants to conduct regular com-

pliance checks.
For the alcohol team, the lesson has been to 

be flexible and innovate. The campus police have 
added three more officers to patrol Greek Town, 
just off campus, on Thursday, Friday, and Satur-
day nights. The university has also ramped up by-
stander training to encourage students to look out 
for one another.

Alex Dyer, a fifth-year senior and past president 
of the Interfraternity Council, works in Ms. Dude’s 
office to develop alcohol- education programs that 
connect with fraternity pledges. Despite the per-
sistent challenges, he says that in his time at Mis-
souri, he’s seen a drop in out-of-control partying.

“When I first came, the perception of what’s ac-
ceptable was a lot different than what I’ve seen 
now,” he says. Part of that, he says, may be be-
cause at 23 he hangs out with different people. But 
off-campus parties are definitely smaller, he says. 
And these days tailgates max out at about 100 peo-
ple, including parents.

Ms. Dude says she organized the alcohol summit 
last spring and another in the fall to remind the 
campus that everyone plays a part, and to help cre-
ate new strategies to reduce dangerous drinking. 
Both the mayor and the chancellor attended. In 
January undergraduate deans began talking about 
adding more Friday-morning classes and eliminat-
ing syllabus week, when students get a light load to 
ease into the semester.

“A lot of people say if you push down in one area, 
it might pop up in another,” Ms. Dude says of high-
risk drinking. “That might be true,” but it “some-
times becomes an excuse for doing nothing.” Her 
approach is relentless and evolving: “Why don’t we 
work on all areas?” 
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